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We met Luigi De Vito, Wood Division director at
SCM, to review the events of 2020 and, most of
all, to see how this year will be or might be for the
Rimini giant.
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GREDA
Greda, the company in Mariano Comense (Como),
has become forty. A major milestone, an opportunity
to linger on sweet memories…
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The new digital factory model conceived by SCM to meet the actual
production needs of the furniture industry.
The new integrated panel processing system is the combination of nesting
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repetitious, high-volume production as well as batch-one processing, as
needed, without compromise.
The integrated Maestro Digital Systems that link the automated warehouse
- beam saw, CNC machining centre and automatic labeler - quickly and
seamlessly transforms machining instruction into precision drilled and
dimensioned parts, each including instruction for downstream sorting
and secondary machining.
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the statement by Carlo Dolciami, sales manager
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We should have talked about the Milan Furniture Show in this issue, but there is no
reason to do so, as we still do not know the
details of the "postponement" to September,
although everyone believes that - one way or
another - an event must be organized in Milan
this year.
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We also would have reported about Ligna,
presenting some previews and showcasing
the companies ready to display their new
creations and the ideas they have developed
in the recent months, however difficult.
But no, we are not doing that, or at least not
the way we would like. We will have the opportunity to talk about technological innovation in
the September/October issue, as we will pretend
that Ligna has been held, to the satisfaction of
many industry players who want to present
what they should have taken to Hannover.
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The final cancellation of the last event with an
international appeal has started a rush to find
an alternative, valid or not. Even those who
have never tried before, are seriously considering the organization of events, meetings,
open-house days to take their slice of the
pay: maybe it's not so conspicuous, but demand still exists and is looking for suppliers.
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The "big ones", as usual, have moved in advance and the agendas are getting busy, but
if the scenario is not changing, we will have
several months to fill, with an eye to vaccines,
national restrictions, closed borders, third and
fourth waves of the pandemic...
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So, if we have not learned to live with the
virus, yet, and to make plans knowing that we
might have to change them overnight, we'd
better find a place to sit and wait for the
emergency to pass. Or maybe it's wiser to
imagine and design new approaches, test
and launch them, and schedule them to start
over with a boost as soon as possible.
In other words, liveliness, will, necessity of
new visions... Meanwhile, you can read this
Xylon issue: we believe it will give you useful
hints for reflection.
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NEWS
EVENTS

FAIRS

Ligna 2021 canceled: next appointment in 2023!

Mem and Tecno Mueble Internacional: event confirmed in August

The next Ligna will be held from May 15 to 19,
2023. The event scheduled for this year from September 27 to October 1 will not take place in this
event cycle. Due to the continuing high level of infection worldwide in the wake of the “Covid-19”
pandemic, the slow national and international progress on vaccination and thus the continuing existence of travel restrictions, Deutsche Messe, together with the Vdma Woodworking Machinery,
has taken the decision to cancel the world’s
leading trade show for woodworking and wood
processing plant, machinery and tools.
“Uncertainties in the wake of the pandemic still remain very high worldwide. In close consultation
with the Vdma, we have therefore decided to
cancel Ligna as a physical event in 2021″, says
Jochen Köckler, Chairman of the Managing Board
of Deutsche Messe.
“The decision to cancel Ligna in this event cycle
was very difficult for all of us. Together with our
partner Deutsche Messe and together with the
exhibitors, the companies in the woodworking and
wood processing industry, we fought to hold Ligna
as the world’s most important industry platform
this year. Commitment from the market has been
exceptionally high right up to the end – even in

Between fairs that are postponed and others canceled, a ray of hope comes from Mem Industrial –
Tecno Mueble Internacional 2021, the leading event for the woodworking and furniture industry in
Mexico and Latin America, will be held at Expo Guadalajara in Jalisco from 18 to 21 August 2021. Due to
the global Covid 19 pandemic, the fair will comply with a comprehensive security and hygiene concept
that meets the requirements in force during the summer.
More than 5,000 trade buyers are expected at Expo Guadalajara from 18 to 21 August. More than 200 leading
brands will present their products on 11,000 square meters
of exhibition space. An advantage of combining the two
shows is the change of venues: in even years, Mem
Industrial – Tecno Mueble Internacional runs in Mexico
City, and in odd years, such as 2021, at Expo Guadalajara.
In 2021, there will be a Makeathon aimed at designers,
engineers and creative talents from different disciplines.
The Makeathon challenges participants to use 3D modelling
and digital manufacturing techniques to develop furniture solutions in the categories of living, working
and urban. “The Makeathon is a creative marathon that promotes close connections, collaboration,
exchange of ideas, and direct communication between furniture industry representatives and creative
professionals. It aims to promote emerging talent in design and digital manufacturing in Mexico, while
supporting the adaptation, redesign and reinvention of products, processes and materials that will serve
as models for the industry of the future“, adds Pfeiffer. n

these uncertain times. This has given us all a lot of
tailwind in recent weeks. At Ligna, we have to
take into account that entire machine parks are
designed, set up and presented in live operation
with a long lead time and a great deal of effort.
This requires many months of trade show planning.
This is the reason, why we have now been forced
to make a decision on holding Ligna in the fall in
order to give our customers the necessary planning
security. Another postponement makes no sense
in view of the innovation cycles of the companies
and in view of the next Ligna, which will take
place again in May 2023. Unfortunately, there is
no alternative to the cancellation this year”, adds
Bernhard Dirr, Managing Director of Vdma Woodworking Machinery. n

CONTEST
Ready for the Felderchallenge

At its general assembly held on 24 March 2021 by
videoconference, the European Wood-Based Panels Federation (Epf) unanimously elected Martin
Brettenthaler, ceo of Swiss Krono Group, as chairman designate of Epf.
That is when the third consecutive term of existing
chairman Paolo Fantoni will come to an end. and
Tobias Schindler, cso of Steico, to its managing
board with immediate effect.
Martin Brettenthaler and Tobias Schindler, cso of
Steico, were elected to managing board with immediate effect. The general assembly also accepted
the related resignations from the Epf managing
board of Max von Tippelskirch, of Swiss Krono
group and Boris Buchwald, of Steico. n

MANAGEMENT
Announced new board of directors for Scm
New board of directors for Scm Group. On 12
March the shareholders’ meeting appointed the
new board of directors in Giovanni Gemmani
(chairman), Marco Mancini (chief executive officer),
Andrea Aureli, Enrico Aureli, Valentina Aureli,
Linda Gemmani, Martino Gemmani, Luca Franceschini and Filippo Corsini (advisers). The shareholders also renewed the appointment of honorary
President to Adriano Aureli.
Marco Mancini, in Scm Group since 2015 and
current general manager, now also holds the role
of chief executive officer of Scm Group.
Not only, the directors include now Martino Gem-

EPF
Brettenthaler new chairman

mani and Luca Franceschini, representatives of
the fourth generation of the two families at the
helm of the group, and Filippo Corsini. n

HOMAG
Ready a new investment program of almost 100 million euros
Homag, the global supplier of integrated solutions
for production in the woodworking sector, after a
year made complicated by “Covid-19” has launched
the largest investment program in its history. In
fact, over the next three years, it will invest between
60 and 80 million euros in the modernization of
the Schopfloch headquarters and another 15 million
euros in a new plant in Poland. A customer center,
new office buildings and a logistics center connected
to the production site will be built in Schopfloch.
“We have opted for a sustainable solution. We had
to renovate the buildings and so we chose to invest in a complete modernization”, said Ralf W. Dieter, ceo
of Homag. The declared goal is to have a high availability of spare parts and lean and efficient logistics
processes for the supply of the plant and customers. With this in mind, the new logistics center will also
replace the remaining external warehouses. New buildings will also be built in Poland, where the Homag
group has over 700 employees. “The Polish market has been growing for years and we have reached
maximum capacity at our headquarters. Furthermore, considering the importance of the Polish plant in
our global production network, we have decided to invest in this new plant in Środa, construction of
which will begin very soon”, concluded Dieter. n

IMA SCHELLING
Open House between 3 and 7 May
Digitization, innovation and individual solutions:
the keywords of next Ima Schelling’s open house
to be held between 3 and 7 May. An event that,
due to the limitations due to the pandemic, will be
held in a double capacity, live (at the Lübbecke
headquarters in Germany) and online.
In terms of digitization, the spotlights will be focused
on the “Zimba IIoT platform”, while as regards technical innovations the highlight will be the demonstration of the new “IMagic L1” drilling rig, for lot 1
and the focus will also be on post processing and
the fully automated handling of the edges. n

Information runs fast...
…keep up the pace with
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Ready to go the Felderchallenge 2021, the event
organized by Felder Group dedicated to carpenters.
An expert jury and the community of feldergroup.com
awards the best ten projects out of all submissions.
Prizes are in store for them: the first place winner
will receive a “Hammer cnc Hnc 47.82” portal
milling machine, second place a “Felder Bandsaw
Fb 510”, the third place will receive a “ForKa 200
eco plus” manual edgebander, the winners of fourth
to sixth place will receive a “Nr1 Tool Box” and seventh to tenth place a “Japanese Handsaw Set”.
Submission deadline is 9 June 2021, to participate
you can send photo or videos of projects. In the last
edition the participants were more than six hundred
and the winner was Pierre Letournel. n
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NEWS
SUSTAINABILITY

SIEMPELKAMP

News from Mmfa: new members and “Cisuflo”

A new team for South-American market

The year 2021 began with a new Ordinary Member
and five new Associate Members joining Mmfa,
the Multilayer Modular Flooring Association (representing Europe's leading flooring manufacturers
and their suppliers), plus an established project,
“Cisuflo”, which was launched in 2020 and is a
cornerstone for the association in the near and
long-term future.
“Cisuflo” (CIrcular Sustainable Flooring) is a joint
project of the European Floor Coverings Association
(EuFCA) and other participants in the flooring industry, from research institutes, recycling companies
and public authorities, aiming to minimize the environmental impact of the sector, with a budget of
7.7 million euro.
According to the association and the press conference held a few weeks ago to draw a balance of
the past year, Mmfa will contribute to the project
through EuFCA, of
which it is a founding
member. Matthias
Windmöller, president
of the Mmfa, explained:
"Through “Cisuflo, the
Matthias
flooring sector supports
Windmöller.
the European Union’s
transition towards a circular economy. By driving innovation to develop
circular solutions, the project will contribute to the
objectives outlined in the Circular Economy Action
Plan and the Eu Industrial Strategy. The Mmfa
and its members are proud to be part of this vital
project for our sector”. The project will notably include six pilots focusing on manufacturing, sorting,
separation and the recycling of laminate, resilient
and carpet floor coverings.

In order to provide plant investors with even more targeted support for future projects, Siempelkamp
has reorganized respectively expanded its South America team; includes passing on the “baton” from
Werner Masnitza – still active as a senior consultant – to the sales team for South America. The
graduate engineer has been working for Siempelkamp since 1987 and in particular shaped the success
in South America – first as a leading project manager, since 2002 as Sales Director Wood Division for
the South American market, Spain, Portugal, and Italy.
Two additional employees are dedicated to the task of providing customers in South America with the best
possible support when it comes to investing in a new plant. Jonathan Parisotto, who has been working for
Siempelkamp for four years, takes over the position of Sales Director Siempelkamp do Brasil Wood Division
South America. Daniel Hasemann was responsible for technical sales in a number of projects in other
European countries and North America. and now brings to the support of South American customers.
“With this setup we are ready to support wood-based material producers in South America in the best
possible way“, emphasizes Ulrich Kaiser, head of sales at Siempelkamp. n

INNOVATION
The first “Catas Point” in Pesaro
Assuming that the project impact reaches 30 percent of the market, “Cisuflo” will help shift a
turnover of approximately 5 billion euro, creating
twelve thousands jobs towards the circular economy
sector with a potential to triple these numbers in
the longer term. Throughout the project, the share
of circular floor coverings within the market has
the potential to grow quickly and could reach up
to 15 percent by 2024, up to 30 percent by 2029
and up to 80 percent by 2035.
The flooring industry faces several challenges in
its transition towards circularity: complex value
chain, different legislation and habits from country
to country, numerous product types with various
raw materials and additives.
These challenges are not easy to deal with, but
they are essential to create the link between novel
business models and the industrial transition
towards circular manufacturing. n

The first “Catas Point” is born in Pesaro, a
reference information point for all the manufacturers
operating in the world of wood-furniture and located
in the Marche region which is undoubtedly one of
the most important area in Italy for the furniture
production and home for many of the brands and
companies that keep up the “made in Italy” flag
all over the world. Catas, the leading European testing laboratory for the wood-furniture sector, has
decided to be closer to the companies operating
in this region and in the surrounding ones by providing them with a reference point that makes it
even easier to take advantage of the experience
and expertise of the laboratory which – fifty years
after its birth in Friuli-Venezia Giulia and twentyfive years after landing in Brianza, in Lissone
(Monza Brianza) – is now present in another major
Italian furniture hub.
The Pesaro “Catas Point” information offer will

refer to several services: from laboratory tests to
assistance for the technical standards application,
from the prestigious “Catas Quality Award” and
“Made in Italy by Catas” product certifications to
the increasingly requested tests on emissions.
From coating systems to the surfaces for playgrounds, passing from reaction to fire tests; from
high-level training opportunities for company staff
and the organization of events and technical meetings to assessments and declarations of conformity
on the subject of “GPP-Furniture”; from investigations into product defects up to the “Risk Assessment” of furniture, including electrified ones, or
applied research on products and materials under
development. n

BIESSE
Agreement for the sale of Dongguan Korex Machinery
Biesse Group has reached an agreement for the total sale of the company Dongguan Korex Machinery
Co. Ltd based in Dongguan (Guangdong province-China).
“The Biesse Group has reached an agreement for the total sale of the company Dongguan Korex
Machinery Co. Ltd with registered office in Dongguan (Guangdong province-China). The value of this
transaction is estimated at CNY 183.5 million (HK$212.5 million – €22.5 million) and, if all contractual
provisions are met, the deal is expected to be completed by mid-March 2021.
Also the entire financial settlement of the operation is expected to be effected within the next month of
March, through the contribution of the bank J.P.
Morgan of Hong Kong.
As already pre-announced on 20 December 2019,
in addition to the possible production synergies
that will also involve the Group’s company in India,
this operation will lead to a reduction in operating
costs that had contributed to accumulating losses
of 32 million euros at Korex. The expected impact
on the Group’s consolidated financial statements is
a capital gain of around 17 million euros.
The above does not change the conviction that China can remain the main country for the demand of
furniture and, more generally, of capital goods, with an expected growth rate higher than the current
world average; the Biesse Group intends to maintain and strengthen its presence in the entire Far East
area through its branch offices already in the region, dedicating a particular commitment to the chinese
branch (Biesse Trading Shanghai). In the post-sale deal, the Italian and Indian production companies will
be therefore more involved in order to satisfy the needs of the chinese market, towards which the Biesse
Group – with all its business divisions – remains firmly oriented“. n

e

Woodworking Technology Made in Europe

NEW MARKET
Salice expands its horizons: new branch in India
Salice expands its boundaries and conquers one
of the most expanding markets in recent years, by
founding the new Salice India branch.
Located in Thane, “the city of lakes”, a few kilometers from Mumbai, the financial, economic and
commercial center of the country, Salice India
will be a logistics hub and commercial
branch within one of the regions hosting
the largest number of companies, of
national and international level, manufacturers of furniture and active in the
furniture sector.
Its geographically strategic position and
the ease and immediacy of connection
with different parts of the country will
guarantee prompt customer service and
high flexibility and speed in deliveries.

After Salice Portugal (in August 2020), the Italian
company opens its eleventh branch abroad, which
continues the expansion path started in 1971 with
the birth of the first two branches in Germany and
France and then continued with the foundation of
the two branches in the United States and China. n

eUMABOIS
European Federation of Woodworking Machinery Manufacturers
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SCENARIOS

SCENARIOS

2020 & ITALY AND GERMANY!
The year 2020 for woodworking technology will be
remembered as one of the most difficult periods
ever for our industry; negative signals were already
apparent in the final part of 2019, then the breakout
of the sanitary emergency caused by the pandemic
generated an unprecedented social and economic
crisis, which pulled down most production segments.
Chart 1 clearly illustrates the trend of our industry
which, after the record performance of 2018, is
experiencing really "challenging" years.
Looking at the summary figures in Table 1, you
can see the trend of last year more in detail. considering the most relevant data, namely production,
based on the EOY balance drawn by the Studies
office of Acimall, the association that gathers the
Italian manufacturers of technology, tools and
equipment for wood and wood-based materials,
production stopped at 1,848 million euro, as much
as 18.4 percent less than in 2019. This massive
drop, as it could be easily predicted, mostly occurred in the first part of the year, when the impact
of the measures to fight the Covid-19 pandemic
was stronger. Starting from the summer, the trend
was much more positive, especially in the fourth
quarter; the trend reversal supported confidence

Table 1: FINANCIAL STATEMENT 2020
Variable
Values in euro mil.
Production
1,848
Export
1,330
Internal market
518
Import
153
Trade Balance
1,177
Apparent consumption
671
Source: Acimall Studies Office.

and a positive attitude across the entire industry,
but it was not enough to make up for lost time,
orders and revenues. The improvement in the second half of the year just helped close 2020
without the dramatic collapse that had been imagined during the toughest months.
Of course, the global situation also had an impact
on Italian export with a 15.8 percent decrease
versus 2019 and an absolute value of 1,330 million
euro. Despite this reduction, international sales
remain the major driver for the entire industry. The
reduction of import was even stronger in percentage, down by 28.2 percent, at 153 million euro.
On the whole, these figures indicate that domestica
demand is actually in a critical situation, while the
trade balance - i.e. the export-import difference still remains at high levels (1,177 million euro).
Moving on to this year, the manufacturers of machinery and tools for the woodworking and furniture
industry are recording "inconsistent signal", so to
say. Most companies seem to be satisfied with
the development of the first quarter, almost unexpected, characterized by increased attention from
several markets and significant order growth. Many
companies are also stressing the necessity to be

more active than ever, to stimulate such positive
signals with offers, proposals, more or less virtual
meetings, projects to turn investment propensity
into commitments.
It's hard to predict how things will go in 2021, although a rally compared to 2020 is almost sure:
it's difficult to anticipate its size. As usual, some
companies will achieve significant increases in
orders and revenues, while others will need much
more time to get out of the "stagnation" caused by
the pandemic.
ITALY AND GERMANY
In this context, we compared the export of Italy
and Germany, the two countries that have always
been the benchmark for the quantity and quality
of global wood-furniture technology demand. In
2020, the trend for both competitors was negative,
but the total value of export was very different.
Italy closed the year with a decrease by 15.8 percent compared to 2019, while the reduction in
Germany was 13.6 percent; looking at the quarter-on-quarter export trend, Italy shows a downward
curve in the April-June period, mostly due to the
lockdown that also involved the manufacturing industry, followed by progressive
recovery in the second half.
Instead, Germany, though facing a similar production stop
Var. % 2020/2019
to Italy, achieved a small but
-18,4
constant increase in value,
-15,8
which indicates the "weight"
-24,4
of an industry that can hold
-28,2
its position on the global mar-13,9
kets better than Italy.
-25,2
According to the figures based
on customs code, the most
relevant export share in Italy is
represented by "auxiliary machines and wood processing
equipment" (customs code 846599), followed by
the more specific segment of drilling and mortising
machine (code 846595).
For Germany, the most relevant customs code are
846510 ("multipurpose machines") and 846591
(“sawing machines of all types"), accounting for
37.1 percent of total export value.
It's interesting to take a look at the performance of
the two countries in foreign trade. In Table 2 you
can see the main destination markets. n

PRELIMINARY BALANCE
BY FEDERLEGNOARREDO:
MINUS 10.8 PERCENT IN 2020

The "sad" trend of the recent months endures: "It
might have been even worse, but luckily...". This
is an effective comment about the 2020 preliminary
balance distributed in March by FederlegnoArredo,
the federation that gathers the companies involved
in wood and wood-based material processing.
According to the survey department of the federation, the Italian wood-furniture value chain closed
2020 with a 10.8 percent reduction over the previous year: after the very negative results in the
first half, the survey on the member companies
revealed that the summer period helped gain back
what had been lost previously, in terms of revenues
and sales.
Just think that, in April 2020, estimated losses
ranged from 35 to 45 percent compared to the
same period of 2019, while in June the projected
end-of-year result was "limited" to 16 percent. Fortunately, in the following months, things went better
than expected, and the total annual loss amounted
to 10.8 percent.
Based on the figures published by the Confindustria
member federation, these data are encouraging

and support mild optimism for the current year,
in view of what's happened in the first half.
The reduction of turnover by just below 11 percent
resulted from the combination of losses on the
domestic market (down by 9.4 percent), and
most of all export, which lost 13.1 percent. France,
Germany and the United States remain the major
destinations for Italian products, while import recorded an even stronger decrease (minus 14.7
percent), proving that the global pandemic had a
heavy impact on global trade flows, and no country
or market was saved…
More in detail, we can add that the biggest reduction
occurred in non-residential segments, offices, retail
and hospitality. Looking at “macro categories”,
there is no substantial difference between “furniture”, which is expected to close 2020 down by
11 percent compared to 2019, and “wood” (minus
10 percent), while things are going much worse
for timber trade, which closed last year with a turnover decrease by 14 percent due to a progressive
and constant increase in raw material prices and
several problems in global supplies. n
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Table 2: FOREIGN TRADE OBSERVATORY
Export: the comparison between Italy and Germany
rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Mercato
Stati Uniti
Francia
Germania
Polonia
Cina
Regno Unito
Belgio
Spagna
Austria
Russia
Canada
Paesi Bassi
Corea del Sud
Svezia
Portogallo

Italy
145,3
106,6
96,0
80,5
75,6
51,9
47,3
46,8
39,7
33,7
30,6
27,6
24,0
22,2
22,2

var. % 20/19
-26,7
-3,4
-5,6
-4,3
20,8
-9,5
-14,7
-36,4
-2,4
-11,5
-5,8
-20,1
68,9
-13,5
-8,0

Mercato
Cina
Stati Uniti
Austria
Polonia
Francia
Regno Unito
Svizzera
Italia
Paesi bassi
Turchia
Russia
Spagna
Rep. Ceca
Belgio
Brasile

Germany
313,8
204,2
136,8
126,7
118,9
71,9
67,2
66,5
61,6
60,8
58,9
49,7
47,5
46,3
45,5

var. % 20/19
0,7
-33,8
16,1
-15,4
-14,8
-33,0
-10,4
-28,6
-20,8
23,9
-29,9
-34,4
-24,9
-6,8
127,6

Self learning software
for industrial furniture
painting
Self-generating
painting routes
using 3d vision systems
for panels, drawers and
boxes.

Source: Istat/Intracen datas.
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AWFS WILL BE THE RESTART

FOCUS USA

After months of canceled or postponed fairs, we
finally have some good news: Awfs (Association of
Woodworking & Furnishings Suppliers), the fair for
woodworking technologies and furnishing accessories
will be held from 20 to 23 July, in the usual setting of
Las Vegas. A confirmation that years ago we would
have taken for granted and that today, instead, is a
positive sign for the whole debate, both in the US
and in the rest of the world. Of course, making comparisons in terms of numbers with previous editions
will not be easy, but the fervent expectation could
turn into 15,000 visitors. Up to now, some of the
main players in the sector (including Biesse, Scm,
Weinig and others) have already confirmed their
presence and the organizers have stressed that 86
percent of the area has already been occupied, for

a total of over 400 exhibitors. Despite the many
confirmations, a question mark still remains what the
influence from Europe will be, due to the various
(possibility) restrictions on travel caused by the pandemic which, if in the United States sees the contagion
curve diminish, still strongly involves Europe.
AWFS: A NEW BEGINNING
Awfs has always been one of the most important
events in the North American woodworking sector,
but in this post-pandemic context it will be of even
greater importance. Although with fewer visitors and
with greater attention to regulations and to distancing,
the possibility of meeting at the fair remains an opportunity that we will talk about and that we will remember. n

SALVATORE GRIGNANO, MARKETING AND PROMOTION OFFICER OF ICE
“THE US MARKET IS RECORDING EXCELLENT FIGURES…”

We left, at the last focus on the United States, with an uncertain situation.
The first wave of the pandemic has just passed, a summer of hope and a
feared second wave was on the horizon, but still to be seen (and suffered).
A situation of apparent calm, with that feeling of being in the eye of the
storm. For this reason, with Awfs almost upon us (20-23 July), we owed
Xylon International readers an update, a new picture of how the situation
has evolved.
Since the last focus, a lot of water has passed under the bridges. The
"Covid-19" has appeared again, we have found ourselves again subject to
limits and restrictions, but the hope of the vaccine on the horizon has
comforted us. Now the situation is less uncertain (at least in the United
States is concerned, while in Europe it is, as they say, "a whole different
story"). We seem closer to leave behind the clouds of uncertainty, thanks
to the pace taken by vaccination campaigns around the world.
In the US, where vaccinations are continuing at full capacity, this least
uncertainty has turned into reopening, a renewed market vigor, an
increase in demand, also thanks to the American government's investment
plan. An increase that has involved all the various sectors in a chain, first
of all constructions and, consequently, woodworking. In order to
understand better how it developed and what the after-effects of a
"complicated year" are, we interviewed Salvatore Grignano, marketing
and promotion officer of Ice, the Italian Trade and Investment Agency,
who gave us a detailed picture of the market and the stars
and stripes situation (on page 6).
Not only that, in addition to this more "institutional" item, we also
interviewed the companies, the realities that operate daily on the market
and have clashed, in these two years, with the difficulties of being able to
develop the business concept and continue activities uncertainties.
For these precious testimonies we can do anything but thank, strictly in
alphabetical order, Mario Cucciari of Storti (on page 7), Roberto
Ghizzoni of Omga (on page 7), Steven McNeilly of Cefla (on page 7) and
Giuseppe Riva of Scm (on page 8). What you will read in these pages is a
very precise and rich picture of what is happening.
And, as usual, after the interviews do not miss our "product sheets", the
trademark of each of our focuses. Because in a world in "eternal
becoming" having fixed points is fundamental. (f.i.)
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

“Right now, the United States are
half, as the Awsf exhibition will
being reborn, but future devebe a turning point. We will see
lopments are largely dependent
how the market responds. Noron the vaccination campaign.
mally, sales accelerate in the
Vaccination is moving fast, and
second half of the year, when
in a few states, almost all activities
companies have a more accuhave reopened. Events are being
rate "balance" between inveorganized, sports venues, restaustment needs and investment
rants, conference rooms are open.
capacity. Traditionally, inveEverything is going back to "norstments increase in the second
Salvatore Grignano.
mal", but the "trauma" still lingers.
half, and Awfs might be a real
The contagion curve is falling,
booster. We should not forget
mortality is decreasing, and this means one thing that most purchases in the past year have been
for the industry and the people: hope. And such made online, through digital platforms. Meeting
hope is mirrored in the economy".
again at an exhibition and restoring “pre-Covid”
interactions can be useful. Recently, most sales
"The Us market is recording excellent figures. Furniture were focused on tools and accessories, while the
production and housing construction have increased. share of machinery and plants was smaller. The
Furniture production has gone up by 8 percent reason is clear: it's easy to buy a tool online, but
compared to January last year. The same happened for a big and complex machine, you have to meet
on the housing market, an excellent signal.
and talk. We need the face-to-face meetings we
The real problem right now is that demand exceeds have been missing so much".
supply. The housing demand has soared, but production cannot keep up. The consequence is a “Everyone is looking at Awfs, the biggest exhibition
reduction of mortgage interest rates, combined in the woodworking industry, to be held next June.
with an increase in house prices. Labor demand This will be a turning point. The attendance figures
is a longstanding problem in the United States, are still affected by travel restrictions, especially
and now the shortage has worsened, as demand for European visitors and exhibitors, but the regihas increased exponentially. There is another stration trend is excellent. The biggest groups are
piece to add to this puzzle: the increasing costs not going to miss such a big event. The big
of raw materials. The price of timber has risen by players will be there, and this is a positive signal,
171 percent since March 2020. At the time being, it will be a driver for the entire industry. This
there is no ready solution to this problem. The exhibition will be a success because business
timber price is also affected by the trade wars has never stopped, only events were suspended".
and relationships between the Us and China. It's
a domino effect that has created a bottleneck “Ice has offered plenty of online initiatives, many
since August 2020. With the pandemic and tariffs, virtual Italian pavilions to promote our industry in
it's not been easy... Nevertheless, the figures of European countries. In the United States, we waited
2020 were positive, and in 2021 further expansion to see what happened with Awfs, if the exhibition
by 5 percent is expected”.
would be organized and how big it would be. We
would have liked to organize an all-Italian pavilion,
“As to export from all over the world to the United but it was not possible, as you can imagine. Due
States, the main partners are China, Taiwan, Ger- to travel bans, we did not have enough time to ormany, Canada and Italy, followed by Sweden, Au- ganize our participation. Therefore, we opted for a
stria and Japan, but the gap with the top five is digital approach. We are many initiatives up and
wide. In detail, in 2020 Italy exported 122 million running, and many more coming up".
euro of woodworking products, with a 32 percent
decrease versus 2019. In the first months of 2021, “In the past twelve months, we have understood
the value exceeded 25 million euro, i.e., 28 percent how we should approach digital exhibitions. Clearly,
more than last year. This percentage is impressive, you cannot just migrate the live event to an online
but the absolute value is still low, of course. Ho- platform. A physical event of three days should
wever, it is a positive trend, though driven by state take into account a number of elements, you need
aids for approximately two trillion euro, distributed time to move around the halls and to schedule
to all citizens below the 75-thousand-dollar annual your meetings. You cannot duplicate the same
income threshold, namely 1,200 dollar each. To approach on a screen. The level of attention will
make an example, a family of five received 6 thou- never be the same, you have much more interfesand dollars. This has clearly impacted consum- rence and distraction. Visiting microsites, reading
ption. It's been a targeted investment. Consider product descriptions for three days is not as efthat 60 percent of the Us Gdp is based on domestic fective. Digital exhibitions must be extended
demand, so this measure has increased the cash over several days, or even weeks or months, to
flow and generated positive results".
generate expectation and offer daily contents. The
"battle" of promotion will revolve around the creation
“In the first quarter, nothing has changed. Tools of expectation, and not the launch of products.
and accessories are performing well, accounting Understanding change will be the key to the sucfor 30 percent of total business. There is no big cess of future exhibitions". n
difference from the purchase trends of recent
years. We will see how things go in the second
ice.it
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MARIO CUCCIARI, SALES MANAGER OF STORTI
“WE WANT TO REPEAT THE ACHIEVEMENTS OF RECENT YEARS…”

STEVEN MCNEILLY, SALES MANAGER OF CEFLA IN NORTH AMERICA
“THE FIRST QUARTER OF 2021 HAS STARTED OFF RELATIVELY SMOOTHLY…”
“Overall, 2020 turned out to be a better year than
originally anticipated at the beginning of the “Covid-19” pandemic. We saw a brief slowdown in
late Spring and early Summer due to investor uncertainty about the global situation. The market came back to
life in early fall and maintained
a steady level of activity through
the end of the year”.
“The market activity is high and
we carried a healthy level of business into 2021. Indicators
show that the building products
industry will continue to grow
Steven McNeilly.
this year and as a result, we expect a strong 2021. Many projects that were put on hold in 2020, as a result of
“Covid-19”, have been re-started for 2021 investments”.
“The first quarter of 2021 has started off relatively
smoothly. Supply chain and logistics delays have
been our biggest challenges however, we have

managed to keep most projects on track to meet
delivery deadlines”.
“We intend to host an in-house event in the Spring
as well as several smaller technology focused events throughout the year. We plan to attend
Awfs (the Las Vegas fair to be
held between 20 and 23 July,
editor’s note) and will also attend
a few of the smaller industryspecific events”.
“Absolutely, this difficult 2020
has changed the approach with
the costumers. Our industry is
very much relationship based
and restrictions for travel and visitation have forced
both suppliers and customers to adopt new ways
of conducting business. For example utilization of
virtual meeting and demonstration technologies
has allowed us to continue conducting business
in this new environment”. n
cefla.com

ROBERTO GHIZZONI, VICEPRESIDENT OF OMGA
“THE PROBLEM IN 2021 IS GOODS TRANSPORTATION…”
“The figures of 2020 were lower than in 2019, but
such reduction was not unexpected or "dramatic",
as we feared right after the breakout of the pandemic. The trend of order intake in the second
half of 2020 produced positive
results. This recovery emerging
in the second semester has been
consolidating in the early month
of 2021, with the installation of
traditional machines as well as
bigger plants with more advanced technology. In the United
States, business activity is relatively sustained, especially in
the industrial domain. Sure, we
Roberto Ghizzoni.
have to consider the global situation. Some sectors have been
totally devastated by the pandemic, but the industrial
system seems to have withstood the blow. As far
as we are concerned, we can be satisfied. We
have limited the reduction of revenue to 10 percent.
We cannot complain, considering the situation. It
could have been worse...".
“Our objective is to survive (he smiled, editor's
note.). We are reacting to a business peak that
has been very robust, in terms of order intake in the
past few months. And we are also trying to reactivate
our supply chain to handle this peak, and we want
to keep strengthening our research and development
department. The prospects are not bad...".

“In 2021, frankly, I hoped that exhibitions would be
cancelled. It can be a "year zero", a new starting
point. Of course, I know it can be a difficult decision,
but the situation is too uncertain to make predictions
or to decide if and how to attend
an exhibition in advance. Right
now, Omga has no fixed dates,
the only events we are going to
attend in 2022 are IWF in Atlanta,
for which we are sure, and Xylexpo in Milan. These events
can be the symbol of rebirth in
North America and Europe".

“For us, business in the American
market has always been relatively stable, in a positive way,
and it currently represents 20
percent of total revenues. Its
potential has always been huge,
and the limits we are facing in
this period are associated to technical issues, rather than marketing or market penetration.
Mario Cucciari.
The United States are a totally
different market, just think of
the units of measure, and for a European manufacturer this difference is a challenge for production.
Throughout our twenty years of business in the Us
market, we have chosen to produce custom machines, plants designed and built in line with the
trends and features of the stars-and-stripes market.
It was not easy, considering that we do not make
standalone machines, but plants. It's not an easy
business, the customers are demanding, and one
of the biggest challenges is that spare parts provisioning is complicated. To put a remedy, we
have evolved, we have established subsidiaries
in the Us to have local stocks of materials, in order
to reduce lead time. These are essential measures
to be even more competitive".
"The Us market is totally different from Europe,
and even from Canada. You have to deal with a
country with four seasons and different time fuses,
so you must be reactive to keep up. The trends
follow the developments of technology; to be competitive, you need reactive after-sales service,
very effective customer care operations, and you
must offer leading-edge technology.
The trend is to manage everything from your palmtop using a smartphone, and also in primary

operations the market is moving
into this direction".
“The longstanding problem of
the United States is the shortage
of labor. You can hardly find
workers. This lack can only be
compensated by adopting more
and more advanced technology
that reduce the need of labor
and optimize operating costs at
the same time".
“2020 was positive for Storti, especially if you
compare it to expectations related to the sanitary
emergency. Sales have been doing well, we saw
no dramatic reduction, because the Us actually
never stopped. The biggest problems concerned
plant installations, because of travel restrictions,
so we could not send our engineers, having to
deal with quarantine periods as they went back
and forth.
The target for next year is to repeat the good
results we have achieved. Now we are facing difficulties that did not exist until recently, such as
the shortage of raw materials, the increasing timber
prices and difficult transportation".
"For 2021, we decided not to attend several exhibitions. For instance, we did not participate in the
Dubai Woodshow a few weeks ago. The only
event we considered is Ligna for its international
standing. We will not go to Awfs because it does
not represent our core business, there are more
specific events for us, such as a biennial sawmilling
show in Atlanta and Expo Richmond in Virginia". n
storti.it

“We are not seeing a significant
rally in the market of used equipment: while last year we happened to be in competition with our own used machines, now this happens rarely".
“The real big issue we have faced in the past year
is goods transportation, due to the pandemic and
the other problems of shipping companies. In short,
there are no containers and we have to accept
their conditions and their time schedule. This
problem had never existed in the past and now we
have to handle it as well. Just think that we are booking containers 40 days in advance of the goods
transportation. We had never seen anything like
that. It's really annoying". n
omga.it

X
For more info visit www.freud.it
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BACCI
“MASTER.PRO MULTI-TABLE DUAL SPINDLE”: A GAME CHANGER!

SCM
GIUSEPPE RIVA, SCM NORTH AMERICA REGIONAL MANAGER

Giuseppe Riva.

“North America is a strategic market for SCM. The
Group is heavily investing in the headquarters, technology centers, human resources and post
sales services team to further strengthen its presence in the market.
Under a stabilized economy, we were off to a
solid start at the beginning of 2020 until the middle
of March. Then, with the social-economic impact
of the “Covid-19” pandemic, the U.S. experienced
the worst economic downturn in history, which led
to a significant sales decline. Picking up pace
during the second half of 2020, we were fortunate
to see business recover swiftly from the “Covid19” collapse, finishing out the year reporting strong
quarter-over-quarter growth. In fact, the last two
quarters of 2020 ranked historical peak performance”.
“With a decline in market panic, the forecast for
2021 shows an upward economic shift. In terms
of the broad economy, low interest rates are booming across financial networks resulting in an increase of purchasing power. However, the most
robust indicators showing economic growth are
the stimulus rescue packages and a successful
vaccine rollout. Renewed customer confidence
coupled with the sign of the times gives SCM the
opportunity to leverage and sustain ambitious strategies. That said, the only systemic risk on the
horizon is a possible spike in inflation as history
has shown us”.
“Along with our valuable partnership with the as-

sociation, Awfs has always been a great show for
SCM. We always have, and always will continue
to support industry associations as they have
always shown us a true sense of partnership.
Given that the vaccination deployment in the U.S.
is marching at a consistent pace, we are confident
that by late July, gatherings will be possible without
limitations, or very few.
There is a large segment of the industry that is anxious to regain the ability to experience, in-person,
our latest and greatest technologies. During the
highly anticipated exhibition, SCM is returning
bigger and better than ever with over 2.230 square
meters (24,000 square footage) of elevated technological advancements. Eagerness for real
human interaction combined with market demand,
Awfs will present an excellent platform with reasons
for customers to attend, and we’re ready to exceed
their expectations”.
“We are not experiencing any collateral issue due
to the pandemic concerning the circulation of our
products and the organization’s commitment to
respond quickly and decisively to address unique
situations. Concerning post-sales, we learned we
need to be more flexible to plan for unexpected
changes. On the flip side, we have been successful
at implementing these new processes that eliminate
the possibility of additional challenges. The Group
is laser-focused and armed with solutions to
address our current state of output”.
“SCM responded to the health emergency rapidly,
responsibly and with a forward-thinking approach.
We adopted new business practices into our new
reality, converting these changes into positive developments. Reaching our goal, we quickly implemented a proper protocol with the objective to minimize the impact to our customer base. To a
certain degree, we can credit the pandemic to
forcefully put in motion the growing realization to
accelerate business trends: virtual presentations,
meaningful remote engagements, increased digital
connections, and micro-regional proximity meetings.
These weren’t new innovations for SCM as we already had modern digital services such as the
“Maestro connect” platform and the "Smartech"
augmented reality service. We also had modern
tools in place with structured response plans, but
this pandemic most definitely justified our R&D investments.
I have to mention the SCM
Live show and how it defined
the gold-standard benchmark
in the industry. From the production quality, to the deepness of the offer, interactivity,
and international coverage,
this digital broadcast was unmatched by any other similar
virtual industrial event”. n

scmgroup.com

BIMATIC
EDGEBANDERS FOR THE US MARKET
Bi-Matic, the Italian company born in 1979, is always
looking and evolving, despite the situation the company doesn’t stop innovating, this has led them to
present Industry 4.0 machinery at all levels.
Since 1979 the customization of machines has
been the winning ticket for Bi-Matic in the midst of
a standardized world where the customer had to
be satisfied, they have always satisfied customers
by accompanying them in their choices and demonstrating all the solutions to them, building their
edgebander, even today it is what they appreciate
most, to know that they are buying a Bi-Matic edgebander made as they want.
Bi-Matic edgebanders look at the environment
and energy consumption, for this reason the company installs "energy save" systems and numerous
inverters for a consumption 30 percent lower than
the competition and for better control of the speed
of the track and roller advancement. glue, to all

Over the last decade, the US kitchen cabinet door
industry has and continues to undergo dramatic
change. Gone are the days when a kitchen cabinet
door manufacturer could mass produce stock sized
doors in anticipation of future purchase orders.
Today, the Us customer base is demanding more
choices, at a lower cost, and are less willing to wait
for fulfillment of that choice. Shrinking lead times
and smaller product batch sizes are forcing todays
manufacturers to transition to a ‘custom’ mindset.
Flexibility has become key, with the ability to immediately enact a changeover with little to no loss of
production time now of paramount importance.
By leveraging advanced technologies and robotic
capabilities, Bacci can provide these solutions. For
the custom kitchen cabinet door manufacturer, and
specifically for the application of sizing, squaring,
profiling and sanding the outside profile of a custom
kitchen cabinet door, the Bacci “Master.Pro MultiTable Dual Spindle” cnc machining centre family
with robotic infeed/outfeed is a game changer.

bi-matic.it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

bacci.com

SALVADOR
“SUPERPUSH 200”: THE OPTIMIZER
A recent introduction to the Salvador range, the
“Superpush 200” optimizer with "Accurate" package, is proving to be a best seller in the North
American market. This version has been designed
to achieve the highest degree of finish and precision
possible for a single blade machine. An exclusive
pneumatic gripper on the pusher, attention to the
surfaces that come into contact with the material,
precise positioning and cutting systems, make it
the ideal machine for those who have to cut coated
products such as doors, internal parts of drawers,
frames and infill profiles for furniture.
In North America the cabinet sector is particularly
developed, not only in the kitchen sector, but also
in living room and bedroom furniture, a real "belief"
for overseas furniture makers historically linked to
this way of designing furniture that has many ad-

vantages for manufacturing and assembly. This
set-up was immediately successful, representing
an alternative for this process with a guarantee of
perfect finish and squaring, which is essential
since these are visible parts of the furniture, up to
now only obtainable with dedicated and much
more expensive machinery. n
salvadormachines.com

PRIMULTINI
TWO-SPINDLE MULTIPLE RIPSAW “MRA”
The machine is used to obtain boards and prisms
from a large plank of various dimensions: the
double shaft makes ripsawing extremely easy
even for considerably thick, large hardwood planks.
The frame is composed of very thick structural
tubes to guarantee high rigidity. It is completely
enclosed in compliance with current European
safety regulations, thus becoming suitable for working both with manual loading and into a completely
automatic line. Each of the two blade shafts is
made of special high-strength steel. The bearings
are constantly monitored by temperature sensors.
The main motors, which comply with the unified
size category, are appropriately fixed on rigid supports that guarantee a remarkable reduction of
noise and vibration. In the event of excessive demand on the motors, the in-feed speed is reduced
automatically. The feeding belt is composed of
toothed bars which, thanks to their shape, allow a
constant and continuous feeding of the plank. It is
driven by an electric motor with inverter, which

FRIULMAC
THE SPECIALIST FOR NARROW PARTS

groups with Hf motors. Bi-Matic uses smart motor
(Dgt) with torque reducer and position encoder to
avoid having to reset the machine or to avoid
losing positions with consequent loss of time for
adjustment.
Challenge “8.5.A Two 40°”: eight units controlled
by the 15" Touch Screen; 0.25inc. edge; two glue
tanks (Eva, Po, Pp, Pu); multi-radius R1 and R2
(diamond tools) on all finishing units; free teleservice;
a 90° panel insertion register and double transfer
to support large panels. n

The machine, this process automation improves an
already amazing system for high volume Batch-One
sizing, squaring, profiling and sanding of custom
solid wood kitchen cabinet doors. By eliminating the
natural pauses that occur with an operator thru-out a
working shift, output increases for a system that is
already unrivaled for its capabilities. n

With over 60 years of history, Friulmac has been
able to stand out for its strong passion and highlevel technical development. By designing and
developing woodworking machinery that meets
the numerous demands of a constantly evolving
market makes Friulmac a fundamental player in
the industry. Friulmac has constantly followed the
evolution of the furniture and kitchen cabinet
doors market. This market continuously requires
solutions to process narrow components in the
wide variety of materials and coatings. To meet
these demands the narrow parts product family
was born. It includes complete solutions for cutting,
hot-stamping, edge-banding, drilling, dowels in-
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allows the speed to be changed as needed.
The rollers that make up the press are operated
by pneumatic cylinders with adjustable pressure.
The structure that supports the rollers of the press
is assembled on sturdy ball slides, which move
on hardened prismatic guides.
The 10,4” touch-screen control panel is positioned
near the machine to make it more convenient for
the operator to use. n
primultini.com

sertion and milling. Whether the
need is for large
batch production
or the low volume
production, Friulmac has the solution. The trust
and technical expertise gained
from customers has led us to develop a full range
of machines to produce wrapped five pieces doors. This new product trend is gaining every day
more of the market share of the Usa kitchen
cabinet door market. n
friulmac.it
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CEFLA
“IBOTIC”: AN INTERPOLATED AXIS CARTESIAN SPRAYING ROBOT
The “iBotic” is an interpolated axis Cartesian spraying robot perfectly suited for North America’s
most versatile fabricators. In a single pass, its
five-axis robotic system sprays parts of varying
shape, thickness, and complexity, including 3D
parts. What makes this system unique is its fifth
gun attachment, an option designed entirely for finishing edges and negative angles. The fifth gun
is not required for operation and can be turned on
or off as required.
As parts enter the spray area, they are scanned
using either 2D or 3D c-Vision software, enabling
the plc to plot the best spray trajectory. Developed
exclusively by Cefla, this state-of-the-art software
enables the system to interpret data and control all
robotic movements, from simple sequences to the
most sophisticated processing. A multitude of configurations are available to fit the needs of almost
any application, delivering the ultimate robotic spray
technology: spray arm count, overspray filtration,
conveyor type, energy-saving powerback mode,
software complexity, working length, cleaning functionality, and the application choice of paint or

NERLI
LATEST WINNING COMBINATION

glue. Parts are sprayed either while the conveyor is
stagnant or in motion. In June 2021, Cefla North
America will host an in-person Open House event,
part of a global CeflaLive ‘Technology Week’,
where the “iBotic” will be unveiled in its finishing
lab. This installation is significant: it is the largest,
most advanced robotics spray system installation
in any North American finishing laboratory. The
event will feature live demonstrations on the “iBotic”
and many other technologies that benefit North
American finishing professionals. n

Sanding machine “Pn20.Ae/2T.Sm-new” and brushing machine “Grotos 18000”: two complementary
machines for a complete cycle of high gloss
finishing “mirror effect”.
The automatic transversal sanding machine “Pn
20” is the Nerli’s latest technological innovation
summarizing all the best peculiarities that have
been always marking our sanding machines.
Its pressure system “SM” (“maximum sensitivity”)
for abrasive belts is a particular system exerting a
very light pressure during machining: no overheating
or deformation take place and our machines can
safely boast the best and the highest sanding
standards. The new Nerli system allows the hardening adjustment of the pads with mechanical or
pneumatic suspension so that each kind of working
can be carried out, both heavy rough sanding
and “SM” highest sensitivity, absolutely necessary
for high gloss finishing.
“GROTOS 18000”: the newest and innovative technologies of the brushing machine “Grotos

18000” allow to machine the paints of the work
pieces with the highest softness with two combined, contemporary and adjustable rotating motions
and rotation reversal that give the highest quality
of brightness. The function of the machine is to remove scratches due to sanding and to polish the
painted coating of the panel under the combined
action rotation, abrasive, pressure, reverse thus
giving it the highest gloss without damaging the
outside edges. Finishing without shading and undulations which can be tested against the light
with “mirror effect”. n
nerli.it

ceflafinishing.com
G3 FANTACCI
G3 “V-GROOVE” CUTTER

OMEC
MORE THAN DOVETAILS
Omec is a small family manufacturing business
situated among the Tuscan Hills since 1964.
Along with his passion for engineering and a close
knit highly specialized team, Omec has developed
the design and production of milling machines for
producing joints on drawers, boxes and furniture,
becoming the “dovetail Joint” icon of the world.
Flexibility to customer requests has led to the expansion of the machine range including lines dedicated to the light packaging production of
wooden boxes (i.e. wine, cigars, jewelry and cutlery
boxes). The light packaging production line consists
of eight machines: “SA600” automatic hot stamping
machine, five axis “F12” milling machine for bottle
racks and many other applications with cad open
program, “F13” milling machine for grooves, “F10”
milling machine for comb joints, automatic gluing
machine “Ica600”, “Sbm1200” assembling press,
and “Bc5” nailing bench.
“F14” automatic double sided milling machine deserves a special mention, designed for chamfering
and cutting operations on wooden boxes before
fitting hinges and fasteners, as well as rebating

G3 is specialized in manufacturing of woodworking
tools on request of customer with very high technology, competitive prices and
short deliveries.
This new tool designed from G3 for
American customer performs the
function of making
90-degree engravings in the wood

sliding lids and groove for a finger pull in the lid.
The line has capacity from 2,000 up to 4,000
boxes per day. High level of automation as automatic infeed and outfeed stores, user friendly interface, flexibility, reduced dimensions of the single
machine, allow to realize a line with high productivity
and low numbers of operators required. n
omec-srl.com

DALSO
AUTOMATION SOLUTION FOR NORTH AMERICAN’S MARKET
Dalso was born and grows in Schio (the heart of
one of the most important districts, in north east
Italy. Twenty years of history in the industrial automation sector, the company has always shown a
constant commitment to its customers, thanks to a
team of experts and a product quality certified
also by ISO 9001 standards.
The use of manipulators, introducers, horizontal
handling, robots and other automated components
ensure that the designed lines are tailored to the
customer, paying the utmost attention to the site
where they will be placed. A new automation line
designed, realized and recently tested in the
United States, more precisely in Winsconsin, fits
into this philosophy.
The automation solution is dedicated to the packaging of semi-finished panels used for the external cladding of homes. This special line is intended for the packaging of elements of various
sizes, a complete packaging with foam and an
unloading of the entire complete package.

Thanks to the use of customized solutions, different
panel’s sizes are handled: a manipulator with five
suction heads allows you to unload the previously
processed pieces and a gripper system manages
the insertion of the foam into each layer.
Furthermore, the phases of hot air sealing, made
by an oven, and of final packaging, made by a
strapping machine, are managed by another special
automation designed to measure for the customer.
All automations have been tested directly in Dalso
through telematic systems that have allowed the
customer to witness the various stages of processing, finding results that exceed expectations.
In this context, the Dalso lines are inserted directly
into the concept of industry 4.0. Automations designed to work autonomously, according to the
customer's needs, with the possibility of being
managed even remotely, facilitating every service
operation even at large distances. n
dalso.it
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called also “V-Groove” cutter. Thanks to the construction made with alternating axiality, the tool is
able to reach high feeds and an excellent finish in
the wood.
This can be seen and appreciated in this video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=wOdf1Nq5FAo
Given the current difficulties in the world economic
climate, G3 has undertaken many measures in an
effort to assist its clients by investing in new machinery that is ever more precise and faster in
production. n
g3fantacci.com
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BIESSE
“ROVER B FT HD”: THE WORLD OF BIESSE HIGH DYNAMICS
Nesting provides the greatest
potential for high dynamic processing because speed is one
of the most important processing criteria. To achieve higher
production speeds, other factors must be considered. Biesse has worked to deliver the
benefits of higher speeds to
their customers by re-thinking
the nesting process from the
ground up. Every aspect of
the machine has been considered with the goal of
increasing the actual processing speed while
maintaining quality and safety.
The new “Rover B Ft Hd” nesting machine is now
available as a stand-alone machine that will significantly increase the number of sheets processed
per shift, but it’s as a cell that the machine really
shines. The cell’s infeed; cnc machine; and outfeed,
and every aspect of work has been optimised for
continuous, high-speed processing.
Biesse have re-imagined the entire process and
achieved a cutting solution where every second
of movement has been considered to produce a
cnc nesting result that saves an enormous amount
of time. The highest linear cutting speeds of fifty
metres a minute with a 12mm tool; high speed

PUTSCH MENICONI
INNOVATION AND FLEXIBILITY FOR OVER 60 YEARS

angular interpolation (corner) movement; and a
positioning speed over 170 metres a minute are
now possible with “Rover B Ft Hd”.
“Rover B Ft Hd” is not just a machine, it’s a philosophy, a new way of thinking that directly benefits
the customer. It’s fast, dynamic, unique, unlike
anything you have seen before. Equipped with
the optional twin configuration of two routing
spindles and two drilling units, even greater savings
can be achieved. The cell can of course be linked
to a storage solution with offloading and sorting of
finished components by robot. n

For over 60 years Putsch Meniconi has been an
industry player for vertical panel saws, with a wide
range of models, well known and appreciated all
over the world for their quality, precision, reliability
and long lasting as testified by over 40,000 units
sold. Putsch Meniconi has always distinguished
itself as an innovative and flexible company, eager
to explore new markets and applications for the
customer requirements just as the American market
where, given most of the small panels, the model
“Svp 133 Space Saver” has been successfully introduced in the last few years. It turned out to be a
winning strategy to focus on a model with cutting
dimensions 2,500x1,600x60 millimeters, still designed respecting the main features of the standard
models such as the heavy welded steel frame assuring the highest accuracy and an excellent
cutting thanks also to the powerful “5Hp Ul/Csa”
motor. The concept of "small and compact" is

biesse.com

ZAFFARONI
INNOVATIVE AND SMART PANEL GROOVERS

The Zaffaroni company of Turate (Como - Italy) has
always offered and installed its products in the
American market. Although this is a different and
very peculiar scenario, over the years it has been
possible to identify specific market niches for our
company. Among Zaffaroni’s most famous installations in the country, we find “Msr” series multiblade panel grooving machines that solve the
milling needs for decorative, wall, ceiling or furniture
panels. The grooved motifs are the most varied,

panelgroover.com

INCOMAC
DRYING SYSTEMS FOR THE TREATMENT OF ANY TYPE OF WOOD
“Icd” is without any doubt the Incomac drying system
that combines flexibility, quality and consumption
savings. “Icd” conventional drying is based on the
principle of air exchange. This drying system can be
fed with hot water or superheated water, steam, or
diathermic oil. Heating is possible thanks to a boiler
system, which is fed with biomass or wood waste.
This makes ICD a green drying system, centered
on energy recovery and energy savings.
Among its drying kilns, Incomac can also number
“Idv” and “Mac”. “Idv” is a conventional drying

kiln that does not need a heating system. Heat is
indeed generated thanks to a “viscous dissipation”
process that transforms the speed of the air generated by the fans into thermal energy.
“Mac” instead is the condensation drying kiln you
need if you are looking for a delicate and highquality drying. It is equipped with heat pump,
which allows for significant energy savings.
Incomac’s drying systems are technologically advanced, they can be fed by various thermal sources
and are suited to treat any type of wood. More
specifically, we design: conventional and condensation
drying kilns, drying systems
with viscous dissipation process, systems for high temperature wood drying and
heat treatment, steaming
chambers, pre-drying systems, kilns for drying and
heat-treating pallets, and
systems for treating and
drying materials for other
industrial treatments. n
incomac.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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LOCATELLI MACCHINE
“MULTIMATIK CNC V.1”: UNIQUE AUTOMATIC MACHINE

West Hall: booth 1322, 1423, 1723.

from the classic “Regency” to the more sober “Vshape” or “U-shape”. The quick change of the
tool holder shaft brings extreme flexibility to the
production process and the digital entry of the
working parameters via the Hmi interface offers
extreme flexibility to the operator's work are innovative aspects. The “Msr” series also provides for
the possibility of installing lateral and additional
“2cv” type milling heads for making the joints at
the ends of the typical panel for wall cladding defined in the local language as “Wall Paneling”. In
addition to the countless accessories and options
intended for this series, Zaffaroni also supplies
systems for the automatic handling of the raw
panel and the decorated panel. The "Msr" series
of panel grooving machines is an innovative
product that responds to the requirements dictated
by the "Industry 4.0" revolution in Europe based
on the concept of an intelligent factory and therefore
also to the revolution taking place in the United
States of America, where the same attention is
paid to the intelligent product. n

highly appreciated by American customers, thanks
also to the possibility of equipping the latest generation accessories such as the Posi-System, an
electronic stop for vertical cuts, and being able to
increase the cutting length up to millimeters 5,300
to work the well-known solid surfaces such as the
“Corian”. n

Passionate woodturning in the world means using
Locatelli Macchine leading machines since more
than 60 years. Leading companies in the woodworking sector have been using Locatelli machines
due to their reliability and the availability of state-

of-the art innovations as well as for the use of best
in class industrial components.
Locatelli Macchine has always been dedicated to
the realization of high-effectiveness mechanical
projects in order to serve the passion for high
quality in wood finished products.
Locatelli Macchine, a family owned company of
three generations located in the north of Italy, is
producing, among other products, a unique automatic machine type “Multimatik cnc V.1” for
turning, sanding, drilling and/or milling wooden
items like baseball bats, table legs, chair legs and
any other round wooden products. n
locmac.it

SISTEMI KLEIN
“KLEINDIA” COATING: ONE OF LATEST INNOVATION
Sistemi is an Italian company
specialized in the production of
cnc router tooling and tool holders for machining centres for
processing wood & derivates,
aluminum, plastics and advanced materials. The company
supplies its products in more
than forty countries in the world
with its brand Klein. In addition
they are exclusive distributor of m.conti measuring
instruments, gauges especially designed for checking dimensions and inspect the quality of the
panel in the furniture industry.
One of latest Sistemi’s innovations: the “KleinDia”
coating. A special ultra-thin layer of graphite and
diamond (less than one micron) that exponentially

extends cutter life up to six times
longer than uncoated tools, allowing you to produce more with
less downtime and reach a greater productivity. Their latest spiral
cutters combine the quality of
roughing and finishing in one
tool, with a special chip breaker
for working many different abrasive material.
A further innovation is the spoilboard three-wings
insert knives cutter for surfacing mdf, already integrated with a “Hsk63f” shrink fit chuck, which
guarantees higher machining precision and a very
long cutter life. n
sistemiklein.com

PIZZI
“EASYPUR”: THE PROFESSIONAL GLUING SYSTEM
“EasyPUR” is a professional gluing system for the
application of polyurethane adhesives for wood
(Pur adhesives), one component (1-C), liquid, lowmedium viscosity, moisture curing. “EasyPUR” represents a very clever and effective solution for
the application of Pur adhesive, timesaving, fast
and clean. A unique system, not so expensive as
other larger and
complex machines to apply Pur
adhesives and
also, productive a
profitable compared to Pur glue
cartridge, costly
and not practical
if used in a production cycle. According to the indications provided
by all major glue
and adhesives
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manufacturers, Pur wood adhesives have to be
applied by means of spatulas or spreading on a
bead with the suitable nozzle and that is a gluing
cylinder. All Pizzi nozzles for PUR application are
openable nozzle for an easy inspection, accurate
cleaning and efficient maintenance. Pizzi, in addition
to all available standard nozzles, is shaping any
special nozzle, tailored to the customer's technical
and production needs and according to the chemical characteristics and the adhesive. As to the
adhesive drums, Pizzi is able to offer any options.
The system can be adapted and customized to
different volumes of containers and drums, up to
200 liters. “EasyPUR” will therefore be tailor-made
according to customer needs and barrel capacity,
thus, also sizing the metal cart to different volumes
of drums and designing the suction pipe accordingly. In the case of drums with high capacity, e.
g. 200 liters, the system will operate with the drum
placed horizontally. n
pizziofficine.com
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COSMEC
SMART LINE: HIGHER-END MACHINERY

SCM
AT AWFS WITH SMART&HUMAN FACTORY
On July 20 - 23, 2021 at Awfs in Las Vegas, SCM
is returning bigger and better than ever with exhibit
space spotlighting over 2.300 square meters (24,000
square feet) of elevated technological advancements. SCM will debut a cutting-edge, industryfirst 3rd generation robotic lean cell integrated
with material retrieval, “gabbiani g2” beam saw,
“morbidelli X400” high-speed nesting cell, and a
7-axes industrial robot that sorts and feeds additional operations downstream (edge banding,
drilling, dowelling, and assembly preparation). Dedicated to panel processing production, this concept
and expertly engineered technologies provide a
smart investment to achieve ultimate flexibility and
guaranteed consistent output with limited labor.

One of the most impressive main attractions will
be a full, live process of manufacturing a wide variety of cabinet doors: solid wood, mdf doors,
five pieces doors - all with different finishes that
can be customized for specific markets and meet
all budgets - big and small. Demonstrations will
feature multiple scenarios where output and cost
per unit to run the entire process will be presented.
Industry experts will be on hand to encourage
and facilitate meaningful discussions around custom
factory layouts to discover the perfect fit that
meets production needs and within budgetary
constraints. With flexibility top of mind, SCM will
introduce processes that produce real results at a
low-risk investment and high returns.
Leverage the opportunity
to interact in-person with
SCM's team of industry
influencers and connect
with highly-skilled technicians who will be on-site
providing machinery best
practices. From state-ofthe-art technologies to industry-only digital services, and in-booth activities, there will be something for everyone. n

This cnc machining centre is clearly conceived
for an easy and flexible utilization. Being equipped
with the same components provided with Cosmec
higher-end machinery, this line of product guarantees high precision and reliability.
The innovative technological solutions and the variety of configurations of the operating units assure
the highest finish quality requested in any application.
Thanks to the open bridge, it is suitable for woodworking, multi-layers, medium density, plastic materials, thermoformed and other similar materials.
The strengths of the Smart line are: three, four or
five axis both in the standard and XL version (up

GIARDINAGROUP
“DUALTECH 420”: A NEW MODEL FOR SPRAYING EQUIPMENT

Giardinagroup is proud to announce the latest
addition to their broad line of spraying equipment
namely the “Dualtech 420” model. Giardinagroup
already manufactures a very broad line of finishing
equipment for the wood, glass, metal, and plastic
industries. The new model 420 is the most versatile
flat line spraying machine in the Giardinagroup
line up. The model “420” comes in several different
versions designed to satisfy the different needs
of industry. All “420” models feature dual arm
spray heads which can accommodate up to 4

guns per arm and these guns can be changed
within minutes with Giardina’s unique Dual Fast
quick change system.
The basic “420 Sbc” comes with a paper belt to
convey parts through the spraying chamber. The
paper belt machine is very affordable and eliminates
costly solvent belt cleaning systems and makes
cleanup and startups a breeze. The paper belt
system is suitable for nearly all.
Next in the “420 Sb” configuration is the synthetic
belt “420”. This is a great choice for customers reclaiming water based coatings or even solvent
coatings that can be reclaimed. In addition to the
reclaim ability this machine is best for customers
running higher volumes and even multiple shifts
where the paper belt machine paper consumption
gets too high to be practical.
Finally, the “420 Db” can be configured with both
a paper belt machine and a synthetic belt giving
the customer maximum flexibility in circumstances
where the paper or the synthetic belt configuration
works best. n

cosmecsrl.com

STORTI
SINCE 2000 ON THE AMERICAN MARKET

West hall, Booth 24-22
scmgroup.com

to 1,600 in Y and 9,000 in X); working table (pods
and rail or flat or mixed); very robust structure
compared to the market standards; very compact
reducing the space required for placing. n

Storti has been present on the American market
since 2000. The first plant supplied, a nailing line
for chep pallets, is still in operation today. Storti
offers the largest catalog of sawmill and pallet
machinery in the world (more than 150 different
pieces of machinery) and it does not produce a
standard machine.
Every production line is customized to fit what

the customer needs in terms of production capacity,
layout, operator requirements and automation level.
The experience gained in over 60 years of activity
and 20 years of synergy with American customers
have allowed Storti to develop and install the most
advanced turnkey solutions capable to turn logs
into finished pallets. "Canter Group 450 L" and
"Flex 61-62 M" are the Storti combine solutions for
customers called upon to meet the growing market
demand for semi-finished products and pallets in
the packaging industry.
The “Canter Group 450 L” line section is capable
to cut logs into pallet boards at a rate up to 51 millions fbm/year and 120,000 cbm/year (one working
shift, 300 days). The "Flex 61-62 M" line section is
capable to produce up to 1,200,000 pallet/year
(one working shift, 300 days). n
storti.it
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NORDUTENSILI
“NUMAX SCAN PLUS”: A SHARPER FUTURE IS COMING

The second half of 2021 will see the arrival of the
“Numax scan plus”, a unique tool grinding machine
with integrated laser analysis made to guarantee
maximum precision and efficiency when sharpening
tools for use in metalworking and woodworking industries. The Italy-based producer, Nordutensili,
is a European company known for using high-quality
materials in its tools. It has several years’ experience
in producing high-tech, small-footprint tool grinding
machines already present on the Us market thanks

LAS
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to its authorized dealer Equipment, based in Hickory,
Nc. Market feedback and the experience gained
while developing the previous “Nu5a Compact Scan”
series all inform the design of the “Numax Scan
Plus”, a forward-looking machine with advanced
connectivity (via the Opc-Ua protocol) bringing it in
line with modern smart-factory and data-analytics
standards. The machine’s key feature is its scanning
system with automatic tool recognition, a proprietary
Nordutensili technology, which allows for self-programming and fine-tuning of the sharpening process,
reducing execution times, errors and costs. The
“Numax scan plus” improves performance on the
previous model, with faster and more accurate
scanning as well as increased productivity and versatility overall. One constant is ease-of-use, which
allows even inexperienced operators to achieve
high-end results with the machine while still leaving
ample flexibility and control for more demanding
users. n
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SISTEMI S.r.l.

61122 PESARO - Via Montanelli, 70 - Italy
Tel. +39.0721.28950 - Fax +39.0721.283476
info@sistemiklein.com - www.sistemiklein.com

nordutensili.it
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EXCEPTIONAL
FINISHING
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THE COMPANY

“DIGITALIZATION AND SUSTAINABILITY, THE KEYS FOR THE FUTURE”

proving that we can cultivate quality relationships
even online, although we believe that this option
cannot replace meeting in person...".

Luigi De Vito
at the
“SCM Live Show”.

We met Luigi De Vito, Wood Division director at SCM,
to review the events of 2020 and, most of all,
to see how this year will be or might be for the Rimini giant.
“2020 was really complicated, but these are the situations where you see the courage and strength
of a brand: SCM has never stopped its strategic
long-term plan launched before the pandemic,
and we are willing to continue this process.” There
is no hesitation for Luigi De Vito, Wood Division
director at SCM, whom we asked to tell how things
are going for the Rimini-based giant. “It's a long
time since we have decided to invest in products,
markets and innovation, to keep consolidating our
market shares and support our growth. I will not
dwell upon the pandemic and its impact on our
lives, our freedom, our families, as I would repeat
concepts we have heard so many times. I would
rather stress that the sanitary emergency has driven
every company, including SCM, to "look deep
inside themselves" to make sure that their direction
was still compatible with the new context”.
“We immediately created a task force to respond
to the pandemic and redefined a strategy based
on few strong pillars. First of all, the safety of
people, our greatest asset; in few hours, we enabled
90 percent of our staff not involved in production
to work from home, showing that we were ready,
and our employees were just as well. The safety
plan involved all our sites, in Italy and around the
world. Our subsidiaries, more than twenty, across
five continents were affected, and thanks to constant
networking, they were able to anticipate problems
and minimize possible damage.
To start over quickly when the markets reopened,
we worked hard in our departments, in production,
to implement strict sanitary protocols and to monitor
them constantly, sharing every decision with our
employees, trade unions, local and regional authorities.
The pandemic accelerated the digital transformation that the company had already undertaken
in many areas, relying on the necessary skills...
and this is the second pillar. We have pushed
even stronger on the training of employees, immediately providing e-learning services for all our
sites around the world: more than 70 per cent out
of more than 70 thousand hours of training courses
delivered in 2020. I can mention another example:

in just over one week, through our e-campus platform, we collected the registrations of 800 engineers
working for our distributors and customers, who
attended specific maintenance courses in several
languages; in this way, we showed to our customers
that we stand close to them to make the best of a
forced lockdown period”.
“This experience has further strengthened the third
pillar, namely customer support, which was never
suspended, even during the strictest lockdown periods. We transferred the necessary skills to our
subsidiaries around the world, which helped us
support our customer base when business travel
was banned, both for sales and for customer service,
responding to all support requests, continuing to
make installations, also remotely and in prohibitive
conditions. This strategy has rewarded us, as customer renewed their confidence and really appreciated our will to support their production.
We did not stop big investments: during the pandemic, we launched a deep revision of our "spare
parts service", improving all customer support
processes with new tools that help us be closer,
quicker and more effective.
We worked uninterruptedly on our products, maintaining the same investments in innovation and
R&D. We showed this at our digital event "SCM
Live Show", when we presented the new solutions
that we should have launched at Xylexpo, in a
year that was suddenly deprived of all exhibitions.
This event reaffirmed our role of pioneers, not only
showing our digital and technological competence
in all woodworking domains, but also clearly

XYLON INTERNATIONAL

You have started over building on these pillars...
“The strategy described so far, together with the
commitment and dedication of all collaborators,
has helped us restart immediately when the markets
reopened. In the second half 2020, the Wood Divison of SCM, which accounts for over 70 percent
of the total revenues of the Group, quickly made
up for the deficit caused by the April and May
lockdown. And today, we are still recording a
more than positive trend of orders, even better
than the previous year.
This is a good way to start a period that will lead
to a consolidation of business development on a
European and global scale, characterized by the
support to manufacturing in terms of digitalization
and sustainability".
Are there segments that offer more satisfaction?
“The furniture industry is a global market where
we have specific excellence, but we should also
mention wood constructions which is developing
into specific directions: we know that buildings
absorb 40 percent of energy consumption and release 30 percent of the emissions that generate
the greenhouse effect. These issues will be faced
and solved with materials and technologies other
than reinforced concrete. SCM keeps investing in
this industry, and in 2021 we will double the area
of our factory in Sinalunga, in Tuscany, where our
wood construction solutions are created.
The digital and IT development of factories is proceeding just as fast: the trends of flexibility and
multi-channel sales have consolidated, as well as
the methods to "combine" different technologies. I
am thinking about our focus on "Surface Technologies", where we have integrated products and
expertise in the sanding, pressing and coating
operations, from veneering to surface treatment,
investing in the new factory and Technology Center
in Villasanta, as well as in thew Surface Tech Lab
in Villa Verucchio".
The digital transition is always leading the way...
“That's inevitable. The digital transition is closely
related to other key topics for SCM, such as
“smart manufacturing”: closer and closer collaboration between smart factories and new skills, a
different relationship with services that are increasingly integrated in the product. All of this is increasingly melting into a unified value for customers,
a concept of "integrated strategy, product and
service" that we are carrying on, representing the
core of our relationship with them. Today, for a customer, it is definitely easier to understand what
technology can offer, and when we allow him to
make the best decision, we can say we have
really been able to improve our contact method”.
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So, you are optimistic for 2021...
“It will be a positive season, even if not all companies
will go back to pre-Covid levels in twelve months,
but progress will be significant. We are looking at
2021 as a year of consolidation on all the strategic
markets. The book of orders is recording an excellent trend in the first part of the year, and the
initiatives and incentives to support the manufacturing industry in several countries in Europe and
worldwide are encouraging. This is the opportunity
for the wood industry to renovate the factories
and the make their operations more digital, efficient,
flexible and eco-sustainable".
Mr. De Vito, which are the products and techniques
that promise the best developments?
“As already mentioned, it's definitely digitalization
and automation. Whether it's cells, systems or integrated lines, these are the tools to achieve the
highest process flexibility. There will still be space
for innovation in wood construction technology,
where you can offer solutions to support the growth
of all stakeholders, independently of their size
and specialization. And we should not forget our
traditional machines for joiners, which in 2020
expanded their market share, leveraging our capacity to introduce new enhancements in terms of
quality, reliability and customer service".
And what about big plants?
“In 2020, big plants suffered from a more cautious
attitude by the markets, but nevertheless we could
acquire significant orders for engineering projects
with market-leading customers. For standalone
machines, the recovery has been stronger: it's a
positive period for standalone but connected, integrating, collaborating machines, interconnected
by software that can handle even very complex
production processes. They are real “mini factories” with the ability to monitor every stage of production and keep in touch directly with the customer
service, that plays a more and more critical role in
purchasing decisions…”.
… and maybe you can buy them online...
“At SCM, we have developed a very effective
system for spare parts, whose sales have increased
massively during the lockdown. In the multi-channel
business of the future, this purchasing method will
expand its role, but actually, the customer's decision
process will become more and more digital. We
have cut "physical" documents by 70 percent, because a large portion of documentation is online
and it's easier to send information by e-mail.
Working on these new relationships, on service,
on the effective of tools, we will get closer to a
level of confidence that will convince the customer
to finalize the actual purchase".
by Luca Rossetti n

scmwood.com
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY, GREDA!
The company in Mariano Comense
has become forty!
A major milestone, an opportunity
to linger on sweet memories...

Nicola Daschini is an old-style gentleman. Every
time we meet him, we get the impression of a
person with clear ideas and passion, who has been
able to move into the selected direction, who has
lived many experiences, and now – looking around
and seeing the machining centers manufactured
by Greda in the new, wonderful facilities where the
company moved a few years ago – he enjoys the
scene with satisfaction.
We never told him, but we also appreciated his decision to entrust his children, Piero and Marianna,
with the management of the company. Piero Daschini
is his “technical heir”, probably the person who inherited most of his know-how and ingenuity, as well
as his reserved character. Marianna Daschini is a
figure that this company needed, a strong woman
who never stops asking questions, who has been
able to sum up the family's thoughts into a solid business vision, a corporate image and a "tangible"
concept, stronger market presence, also through
an accurate selection of collaborators.
This team works, and today it is guiding an organization with some thirty employees, manufacturing
highly customized machining centers, with a 70
percent export share.
The 40th anniversary celebrations are dedicated to
Rosa Calabrese, Nicola Daschini's wide and Marianna and Piero's mother, a great woman and a
leading actor, especially in 1982 when her husband
decided to open his own business. She was in
charge for business administration, and when she
died prematurely in 2012, Piero and Marianna
decided to take a step forward, joining the company
with specific managing roles.
“Forty years is a long time, often weary, but there
have also been many beautiful moments and plenty
of satisfaction,” Marianna Daschini said. “I have

From Left: Nicola, Marianna and Piero Daschini.

The new headquarter in Mariano Comense (Como).

clear memories of myself as a baby, walking around
in the company, amid benches and lathes: basically,
I was born in Greda. That's normal when you have a
family business; the company was created by my
grandfather Pietro in a car shed in Carugo, to build
machines for chair components. He designed single
and dual automatic machines, appreciated for their
effectiveness, and gradually developing into Greda's
first numerical control machining center, build in
1992, exactly ten years after the foundation. My
father was a pioneer, or actually the first, to bring
this technology into the solid wood industry; he has
always been a genius, with intuition and skills that
he has passed down to my brother Piero".
We designed our first machining center for one of
our historical customers, who has always acted as
a valuable “tester” for our solutions. Greda was basically born then, in those weeks, with intuition gradually turning into specialization, applied to panel
machining and then expanded from wood to plastics,
aluminum and engineered materials. Over forty
years, we have remained true to our principles,
while developing a more entrepreneurial, managerial
and complete vision".

mate goal is not always to get bigger, growth is not
just a matter of size, but most of all values and
added value offered to the market.
The world is huge and there are plenty of challenges,
and we should not be afraid of imagining a scenario
where companies can collaborate on a national
and European scale. A single company, no matter
how ingenious, cannot grow alone; if it fits into a stimulating and shared context, growth becomes exponential".
Mrs. Daschini, you mentioned your business with
other materials than wood…
“Solid wood, the material of our origins, is becoming
a luxury product, even if we are seeing a comeback.
In the recent decades, other materials have gained
market shares, and consequently we have expanded
our opportunities. Wood has always been a key
material for our strategy, but we have also realized
that our expertise can be applied to other materials:
in the past decade, we have been dealing with aluminum and engineered materials, in collaboration
with our customers who ask us to support them with
more and more performing and tailor-made solutions,
because custom production has always been part
of our dna".
“Greda is a small enterprise that exports all over the

And for the next forty years?
“We will continue our most difficult challenge, namely
being a family-owned enterprise with a modern
and strategic business approach, a new organization that cannot be the same as thirty years ago.
We need a new entrepreneurial spirit, relying on
new values, new concepts, attitude to change.
A family business is no longer a synonym for tradition,
standstill, past; the family must be the driver of innovation, of change, while preserving its central role in
terms of values. Greda is building on strong pillars:
planning, strategy, organization; these principles
are no longer an exclusive asset of big companies,
but a priority for all businesses. And most of all, let's
stop thinking that small companies are necessarily
the first stage of bigger ones! A small company is a
type of its own, it is not a baby who will grow, it's a
full-sized adult, with its own logic, feeding vital
lymph into its territory, into the markets, and maybe,
even into bigger companies. So, the imperative is
do better and better".
by Luca Rossetti n

An overview of the old headquarter in Novedrate (Como).

And today?
“The recent years have been quite challenging, the
global situation has put everyone to a tough test.
The first two decades of the new millennium have
brought periods of deep crisis, which forced us to
learn to ride the waves, otherwise we would have
been overwhelmed. We succeeded, maybe with a
dose of boldness, but we were confident with what
we could achieve. In recent years, there has been a
strong selection, with the elimination of actors that
had little to say. We have always wanted to give
added value and, from my point of view, this is the
differentiator. Companies must be a reference, offer
values and opportunities to their territory and the people that live and
work there; companies must be able
to turn into places of culture, activity
and training, in a world where the
role of families and school needs to
be supplemented. We believe in these
values and we think they can be promoted also in and by companies,
where passion, discipline, respect
and sharing are clear commitments,
a way of discovering and expressing
your creativity.
This is particularly true in the woodworking industry here in Mariano Comense, in the heart of Brianza, a furniture district that represents an excellence but must also look ahead.
At Greda, we build high-tech machining centers and plants: we need
"digital skills", which are attractive for
young people; they are an essential
asset for us, and in return, we offer a
working environment where they can
grow and expand their potential. We
cannot think about production only,
we have to learn to be a more modern,
leaner and attractive company, day
after day.
You see, all too often, the focus is on
the size of a company. I think we
need to change approach: the ultiXYLON INTERNATIONAL

world: we cannot do otherwise, even if it is challenging,” Marianna Daschini added. “We look at the
entire world because we want to keep learning,
we are curious and ready to collect ideas, cultivate
relationships, reach destinations where we never
thought we could go! Curiosity is essential, just like
the humbleness to know that you still have a lot to
learn. This philosophy is rewarding us with good
turnover levels and the outlook of a peaceful 2021,
although fears and challenges are still on the horizon.
We see so much desire to do, possibilities, determination to go back to the atmosphere and the life we
used to know, and that this pandemic – however
terrible – will never erase".
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EVENTS
A new edition of
Biesse "Inside" is coming up
next May 10 to 28,
live in Pesaro and online.
The Pesaro group
have been able to adapt
the format of their open-house
event to a period
of continuous change.

BIESSE “INSIDE SPRING 2021”
"Open house" is no longer a fitting description,
because the substance of the event is still the
same, but the concept has developed far beyond
the idea of opening up the doors of your company
to welcome partners and customers. We have learned that many more doors can be opened and
must be opened to make a showroom accessible
also to those who are forced to stay at home.
And so, here comes "Inside Biesse" again, with its
proven "hybrid" concept, live and online, and the
new "Inside Spring" name for this edition.
The reason is clear: in case trade fairs are planned
in the second half of the year, it's better to avoid
the October period, and so the spring is the most
suitable time to discover the latest technology
news from Biesse.

“We are back on stage with a proven concept”,
said Raphaël Prati, marketing and communication
manager of the group. “During this three-week
event in Pesaro, we will host all the customers
who will be able to visit us in person.
In our showroom, 35 engineers will be ready to
show our technologies and to offer demos to the
audience onsite and to anyone connected remotely
from all over the world. It will not be just another
online workshop like those we have become accustomed to: we will really offer the opportunity to take
part to what's happening in Pesaro, even if you are
far away. That's our idea to involve in a "tangible"
way also those who will not be able to travel to Italy
in May, from the United States or from Australia, for
instance. We will reach out to them with this event,
sharing what happens in the showroom in real time,
enabling direct interaction with our engineers and
salespeople, who will provide all the necessary information and answer questions live".

guages, focusing a wide range of technologies to
meet the demands of all operators. I think it's interesting to say that, during the events, you can
chat with our engineers and product managers in
charge for the presentation.
Based on past experience and early registrations,
we expect huge attendance; and don't forget that
all the contents will be available on our streaming
platform, the "Digital Arena".
Once again, this proves that we have been able
to hold on during the pandemic...
“Yes, definitely! Despite everything, we keep inventing, designing and building solutions, presenting
them, meeting, though using digital tools that must
be enriched with a "physical touch", a level of interactivity that conveys the perception of being physically there... We cannot risk turning all our partner
and customers into spectators, and this is the
reason why we have made specific choices for
the development of our digital platforms".

Mr. Prati, which specific topics will be presented
at the event?
“The big topic right now is certainly automation,
telling how Biesse can collaborate with customers
to support a smooth and profitable transition to digital manufacturing. We are presenting two concepts: on one side, “Smartaction”, a philosophy,
a strategy and a portfolio of machines addressed
to small and medium businesses. On the other,
“Automaction”, which includes the most complex
lines and systems: it's a diversified proposal,
tailored to different types of companies and requirements, but based on the same driver, namely
ensure the interconnectivity of all machines and
their interaction with the entire organization”.

So, how can we join you?
“Just enter the website https://inside.biessegroup.com
and register to attend all the events. Let me add
that there will be two "highlights" about global
issues, offering interesting hints to our partners in
terms of sustainability and design.
With few clicks, everyone can attend all the events
that make up “Inside Spring”, while the contents
will also be constantly available in streaming in
three different time zones, Europe, United States
and Australia-South-East Asia, with local representatives to answer any question live.
It's been a challenging project involving everyone
in Biesse Group".

Let's talk about the "live" part.
“Attendance will be controlled, of course, so that
we can ensure the highest safety for everyone: we
can host up to 15 companies per day in our showroom for wood and engineered materials, plus 5
more for glass and stone, because “Inside Spring”
will involve all our target industries. We will create
twenty business lounges with the required protection for our guests, real "bubbles" where we
can present our solutions in full safety.
As to digital visits, during the entire exhibition
period, customers will be able to connect to watch
any demo remotely. They can book “individual
sessions” to see technologies and processes in
action, and of course they can also take part in
the events we will organize every day, in nine lan-

How do these "new customer relations systems"
impact on your product promotion activities?
“A hybrid event does not change our promotion
approach: live attendance is promoted by our
area managers in each country, and where possible,
we stress the opportunity to visit our showrooms
in person, registering for the available slots.
The edition of last autumn showed the importance
of "physical attendance", especially from Italy; this
share of visitors is increasing and will continue to
increase, largely depending on the sanitary situation
and the rules of each country for business travel.
Anyway, let me stress this, we are only talking
about methods and tools to achieve a result we
consider essential: talk with people about technology, have counterparts and not spectators...

Otherwise, it wouldn't make much sense putting
so many resources into a rich schedule with a
stage that "lights up" at different times for different
regions: from 9 am to 6 pm in Europe, from 6 pm
to midnight in the Americas, and from 2 am to 9
am in Australia, referring to the Italian time zone.
So, the platform will be accessible around the
clock for three weeks, presenting new machines,
topics, solutions and opportunities for the wood,
stone and glass industries, more than sixty technologies in total".
These events seem to be getting better and better,
taking into account different time zones, while offering the opportunity to talk with someone and to
see what you are actually interested in...
“Exactly: we have not prepared "documentaries"
to be aired in sequence – although there are a few
– but we have worked intensively on methods to
make it more personal, for instance a customer
can watch a specific demo for the technology
he/she is evaluating. This focus on interaction
quality, as already mentioned, is the most innovative
feature of "Inside Spring" 2021. In a way, even
people who are ten thousand kilometers away will
be in Pesaro, benefiting from a similar experience:
rather than being spectators of a sort of festival,
they can access very specific contents".
And for the first time, you will be located in May.
“We have always had two big moments during
the year, May for the big trade fairs, and October
for our “Inside”. The pandemic has forced us to
review our calendar and switch the dates, as all
our reference exhibitions are being delayed to the
second half of 2021. Consequently, we planned
"Inside" earlier, we swapped the dates.
We must ensure the continuity of relations with our
stakeholders, as well as the relationship that everyone of us has with Biesse on a continuous basis:
hence the idea to make "Inside" a global and
more involving event".
Without understating the importance of exhibitions...
“We are looking forward to go back to the exhibitions that have always secured our "visibility", so
to say. Unfortunately, we don't have fixed dates,
yet, but I assure you we are monitoring the situation
day by day, so that we can be wherever possible.
We will go back to exhibitions, I am and we all are
sure about that! And we will do that with great enthusiasm, although it will be inevitably different,
and the exhibition organizers will have to think
about their role and meaning.
All we can do is wait for a normal situation to
return, this goal might finally be getting closer;
meanwhile, from May 10 to 28, at Biesse we will
do our best to meet, talk, watch, smile...".
by Luca Rossetti n

biesse.com
XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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IN MEMORY...

TEST AND CERTIFICATION

CATAS: EDGES DETACH OFTEN...
Talking about technology is not enough: sometimes you need to change your point of view,
and that's what Catas engineers do every day.
Having inspected more than 1,500 edge samples over the years, they have noticed that...
Edgebanding, namely the application of a coating
on the edges of panels, is a common process in
the furniture industry. In many cases, it can be
considered the most complicated operation in a
furniture factory, especially when you use melamine-faced panels that, being already "finished",
only need to be cut to size and drilled, and finally
edgebanded, of course.
This operation is executed on automatic machines
called edgebanders, every Xylon reader knows
that. These machines offer excellent productivity
standards, combined with very high visual quality
of the finished product, according to the material
and system adopted. But what about performance?
Is the result of edgebanding always adequate?
CATAS TESTS
The tests performed by Catas - especially the
identification of defects, a daily activity at the
institute - can be an interesting starting point to
answer this question. According to Catas data,
the detachment of edges is one of the most
common issues in the furniture industry (approximately 10 percent of all defects examined by the
institute). Consequently, also the request of tests
on edgebanded parts is very high, and some

companies have implemented a sort of continuous
"quality control" in this area, executing regular
tests on production samples.
Tests are also requested by the producers of adhesives and edgebanding machines, in order to test
and "certify" the gluing quality of their processes.
The most popular test is the heat resistance of
edges according to standard UNI 9242. The
testing method requires to place the sample into
a ventilated stove at 40°C for four hours. At the
end of this period, the glue joint is checked and,
in case no defects are detected, the test continues
by progressively increasing the temperature by
another 10 degrees.
The process continues up to 90°C and can be interrupted at any temperature as soon as a gluing
defect emerges.
The effectiveness of this method is recognized by
the entire industry and by a specific study carried
out in 2015 by the Italian association of adhesive
producers (Avisa-Federchimica) together with Catas. The UNI 9242 method was actually the only
process that could distinguish a state-of-the-art
glue joint from other incorrect bonding methods,
whereby the latter were intentionally compromised
by the use of inadequate materials (edges without
primer or irregularly squared panels) or process
parameters ("cold" glue, insufficient weight or unsuitable line speed).
Such evidence also led to the identification of a
minimum performance level (achieving a temperature of 70°C without visible edge defects),
recently added as a requirement to the edge
gluing manual published by Avisa and Catas.

a specific temperature without detaching, while
they revealed a gluing defect at the next temperature
stage.
According to these figures, 9 percent of the glue
joints examined by Catas (more than 130 out of
1,500) did not attain the 70°C limit, which means
they were subject to detaching during transportation
(remember that the temperature inside a container
can easily rise to 50-60°C…).
Close attention must also be paid to 10.9 percent
of panels (more than 160 out of 1,500) that passed
the 70°C threshold but failed at the next temperature
level. As we know, any process is subject to some
variability, and a change in the room temperature,
for instance, can jeopardize the efficiency of a
process. So, working "at the limit" is never recommended. In conclusion, if we add negative data
(red) to "critical" data (yellow), the Catas database
reveals that 20 percent of edgebanding operations
is not optimal.

40°C

50°C

60°C

70°C

80°C

90°C

The survey carried out using the Catas database
substantially validates the initial premise of this article, namely that edgebanding is a complex operation and it probably needs closer attention by
all stakeholders.
Clearly, the data presented in this article are not
representative of the entire industry, as they are
not based on a market survey, but still, they
suggest the necessity of more extensive process
control, as well as periodical tests on finished products.
Catas has always been active in this specific area,
as witnessed by the recent manual published together with Avisa (which can be downloaded for
free from the Catas website) and the book on
adhesives for the furniture industry, including a
large section dedicated to hot-melt glues and edgebanding processes.
Finally, we take the opportunity to inform you that,
in the coming months, we have planned interesting
initiatives about edgebanding; Xylon will certainly
report about these events and you can keep up to
date by subscribing to the Catas newsletter.

1,6%

3,3%

3,9%

10,9%

11,7%

68,5%

by Franco Bulian n

Back to the previous question - and considering
the critical aspects of this operation and the high
demand of tests - what do we learn from the
results of Catas tests? How often is the limit of
70°C not complied with?
We made a simple statistical analysis on the latest
1,500 tests, going back a few years in our records.
To give an immediate overview of the data we
have collected, the table published in this article
shows the percentage of edges that have achieved
PERCENTAGE OF DEFECTIVE EDGES RELATED TO TEMPERATURE
(1,500 samples)

Director at Catas

Source: Catas, April 2021.

catas.com
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ALESSANDRA
DE ANTONI
FANTONI
Alessandra De Antoni Fantoni, wife of Cavalier
Marco Fantoni, mother of Giovanni and Paolo
Fantoni, grandmother and great-grandmother,
passed away last February 8. It's not easy to tell
who she was and what she did, a kind, reserved,
elegant, apparently fragile but very strong and rigorous woman. Becoming a member of the Fantoni
family through her marriage with Marco Fantoni in
1954 was a turning point in her life: besides the
love and affection of a family that would expand
from generation to generation, she also played
an active role in the company, also covering the
role of vice president.
Fond of architecture, she committed to the recovery
and restoration of papers, furniture and documents,
creating the "Archivio Fantoni", that will now be renamed to "Archivio Alessandra De Antoni Fantoni", a collection of furniture, items, wood species,
seashells, office machines, sands from all over
the world, and much more, witnessing her love
and pride to be part of such an important family
and business story, as well as her great curiosity
and bright mind.
There's too much to tell. We pay homage to her
with a picture of the wonderful archive she created,
a heritage that is worth visiting and will remain to
show what this woman has achieved for herself,
her family and the Fantoni group. n
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TECHNOLOGY

TECHNOLOGY

SISTEMI KLEIN:
QUALITY “MADE IN ITALY”!
The goal is providing users with all
the information and knowledge they
need to purchase our tools "off the
shelf". So, a clear categorization of
technical knowledge, available online,
so that they can browse a huge offer
of tools for very different machines
and very different materials! It's a
very high level of technical complexity
we are working hard to solve".

TEAM, FLEXIBILITY AND UNITY:
ZATOR
Over twenty years of experience and a corporate
philosophy based on a concept that is easy to tell
but difficult to deploy: teamwork. To explain what
Zator is today and the milestones of their journey
to become one of the most interesting players in
the adhesive application business, we met the
person who created the company, Alessandro
Donati, who launched this initiative back in 1998
with his father Luciano and with Maurizio Tapparo.
From the origins "in a Milan basement" until today.
“When we founded Zator, in 1998, we were aware
of our potential and our longstanding experience
in this sector. We knew how to move. The original
headquarters were in Milan, then in 2001 we
moved to Cusano Milanino. This relocation did not
change our philosophy or our goals, and neither
our way of working.
Today Zator is a company with fifteen people
and a turnover exceeding 2.5 million euro, handling
the entire production internally and minimizing
outsourcing. Customer care is our ace in the
hole. I daresay it is one of our key strengths, from
the early sales stages - when we look for the best
solution together with our customers - up to aftersales, from installation to the resolution of possible
issues. If you choose Zator, you have a partner
next to you who supports you in case of problems.
Ultimately, this is our philosophy: always work in
team, both internally and with customers. We go
beyond sales, we build ad-hoc plants for customers
and we always want to be present".
Many ideas, many projects, and the pandemic in
2020. How did you face last year?
“It was not easy from a financial point of view, but
we can be satisfied. The problems we had were
more "technical", especially in terms of sales and
service. It was a new situation, an unprecedented
experience that forces our engineers to change
approach, to turn the "physical" relations with customers into an online interaction, especially in
the first period.
What are the consequences of this situation?
“Right now, the big issues are market fluctuations
and uncertainty. It's not easy to make long-term
plans. In normal conditions, a company must face
daily changes, and even more in this period, we
must be as flexible as we can. All companies are
paying close attention to developments. That's
normal: in these situations, the instinct drives you
to a more conservative option. Some try to delay
investments to see what happens in the coming
months, some are approaching 2021 as a year of
transition and decide to invest, trying to make the
best of this difficult situation. We have chosen a
third option. We have invested in ourselves, in
our staff, adding to key roles last year, as well as

in machinery and in the improvement of our automated systems. We are fighting the virus by investing in our own organization, rather than adopting
a wait-and-see attitude. We prefer to keep moving.
It was not easy. Sooner or later, the pandemic will
end and the entire industry will restart at full steam.
And we want to be ready.
After all, we are like a big team: without unity, we
are going nowhere.
What are the goals in 2021 and in the near future?
“Starting from the assumption that it is not easy to
make plans, we want to restyle our products, possibly introducing a new line of controls and sensors
to be integrated onboard our machines. The first
quarter 2021 seems to have started positively, largely beyond expectations. Now we'll see what
happens. If it continues like that, it depends on
the sanitary situation and how companies will face
it. You asked what has changed. The answer is:
the vision of companies has changed. Until one
year ago, orders were submitted based on annual
forecasts, in January you prepared for the necessities you would have in December. Now we are
working with a much shorter vision. The way of
working has changed...
If I should imagine Zator in the near future, for instance, I would like to expand the business, find a
larger building, approach new sectors.
So, we must grow, but at the same time keep the
flexibility that has distinguished us so far”.
What does it mean to make innovation in an
industry like adhesives?
“In our industry, innovation lies in details, in the
constant refinement of products. There is no revolution, but daily work that leads to progressive improvements in techniques, materials, equipment.
You try to optimize everything, to improve the performance of all systems. Every piece of innovation
strictly depends on customer requirements. Customization is our keyword, finding the ideal solution
for each customer is our mission. And in this
context, innovation is a direct consequence".
One final question: where does the name Zator
come from?
“It's funny, it came to my father during a trip in Finland – said Alessandro Donati with a smile –.
There was a restaurant called Zetor. He was struck
by the name and it soon became Zator. An original
name with pros and cons. You can find us easily,
but you have to leaf through exhibition catalogs
until the last page...".

Eugenio, Gabriele and Lorenzo Laghi.

Meeting Gabriele Laghi is always a pleasure, not
only for his gentle ways and hospitality. This time,
the pleasure was even greater, as we sat at the
table also with Eugenio and Lorenzo Laghi, the
new generation of the Laghi family, taking up the
challenge of future growth. It seemed clear that
this new vision has brought a new wave of life into
the company. “We purchased another section of
building because we need more space. Now we
have approximately thirty people working in the
company, but fortunately we are growing, we are
facing new situations that require to strengthen
our marketing, communications and online operations," Gabriele Laghi said. “We are also investing
on products, but having thirty years of experience,
production is what we are most confident in: today,
all efforts must be focused on presentation, introducing yourself, showing your portfolio outside
the conventional boundaries, have a clear vision
of distribution and how to implement it".
The Sistemi Klein portfolio also includes the measurement instruments by M. Conti. “We have
always been a dual business – Gabriele Laghi
continued – with this company based in Pesaro
offering a range of instruments that has expanded
over the years and increasingly integrated with
our tooling offer, including more and more solutions,
up to tool presetting systems.
This portion of our business keeps giving much
satisfaction, it is a significant driver for our growth:
even in 2020, a terrible year for the reasons we all
know, closed with a turnover expansion by a few
percent points, up to around five million euro. And
we should not forget that you need energy to
grow, different visions, and the arrival of my sons
has opened a new era".

Team, flexibility and unity: in one word, Zator.
by Francesco Inverso n

zator.it
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Eugenio (29) and Lorenzo (31) joined the company
in 2014, almost by chance, after being abroad for a
while, but they soon realized that their university
education could be valuable in that context. They
are the makers of the new opportunities created by
Sistemi Klein online: “We have implemented a platform that enables our dealers to publish our entire
catalog, including more than 10 thousand items,
on their websites,” said the Laghi brothers. “We are
providing them with the necessary support, keeping
up with modern times and looking well ahead into
the future, not only to short-term perspectives.
In Northern Europe and in the United States, this
kind of organization is highly appreciated: today,
we export approximately 80 percent of our production and we work regularly with some forty
countries, plus others with occasional business.
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Which are the top technologies right
now? Which are the strongest trends?
“The "big topic" of this period is the
coating of tools with innovative products. We have evolved from Widia
steel or "hard metal" to integral tungsten carbide, and then to diamond, which revolutionized woodworking achieving new speeds
and duration," Gabriele Laghi said.
“Now we are making research on product coatings
of steel or integral carbide, to have more suitable
working angles compared to diamond, in order to
guarantee the best finishing with superior durability.
I am talking about vapor deposited on the tool
using very sophisticated technology, to avoid creating rounded edge and to achieve up to four time
longer duration compared with Widia mixtures.
Such technology comes from metalworking and it
is like coating a piece of wood with a sheet of
steel, and then use it as if it were made of solid
metal!
All of this without causing any variation in the tool
structure, with no need for grinding, and you can
even resharpen it, although performance inevitably
decreases in this case. But all in all, the tool's life is
four to six times longer, at a really interesting price.
The future tools will be coated, that's an increasing
request by customers who have to machine thousands of meters of products every day, as the
higher initial cost (twice the cost of a standard
tool) is largely paid back by the tool life and the
processing quality".
And finally, a piece of news that has surprised us
positively. “Last year we were mentioned in a
market survey by “Yahoo Finance”, an initiative
we came across by chance, and we were listed
among the world's top-ten producers of milling
cutters, next to very famous brands, and they presented our company as "...recognized for their innovation, technology and search of new products”.
Congratulations!
by Luca Rossetti n

sistemiklein.com
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SCM AND MOBART 85: FINISHING WITH "DMC SYSTEM"
especially for single houses, tailor-made to meet
the specific requests of customers and architects.

Mobart 85 serves the most popular design brands
around the world with exclusive and sophisticated
furnishing solutions: tables, chests of drawers or
magazine stands, you can always see a peculiarity
when you visit the showroom of the company based
in Inverigo (Como), in Brianza, a famous region for
furniture production: the great care for details.
Originality and quality are a real mission. Giuseppe
Caslini has been guiding the family business with
passion since 1985, after helping his father Renzo
for some time. The company was actually established much earlier, in the 1940's, when grandpa
Mario started the production of furniture in a small
workshop. Today, Caslini is supported by his
sisters Betty and Maria and his nephew Daniele,
representing the fourth generation that is already
playing an active role in "Mobart 85 Factory".
The business runs on two parallel tracks, with a
unified focus on high-end customers: on one side,
the company is a subcontractor for high-level
furniture manufacturers, selling 80 percent of production all over the world on behalf of some of the
most popular brands; on the other side, they manage
a comprehensive service for interior decorations
and custom products, from design to delivery,

“Our customers – Giuseppe Caslini said – have become more and more demanding. They ask for a
quality product, accurately controlled, they require
shorter and shorter delivery deadlines, and they
also want us to work in "batch one" and "just-intime" mode. So, we need increasing flexibility and
speed, while preserving our high-quality standards".
These challenges are even more difficult for a
company that makes everything in house. “We
start from an executive project or rendering, which
is then engineered and developed for production.
We get into the details of each part that makes up
a piece of furniture," Caslini added. “Then we
send everything to production and manage the
process with a software to trace the entire production
flow with strict quality control: from the woodworking
shop, where we carry out the manual operations
that distinguish a handicraft business like we are,
the product moves on to the drilling and milling
centers, then to sanding and polishing, and finally
to the assembling and packaging areas, where it
is labeled and shipped to the customer”.
How important is technology?
“In the past few decades, we have improved some
plants with the acquisition of new more performing
machines. At the same time, we have also acquired

next-generation 3D software to improve production
management, taking care of every detail. With the
new technological solutions adopted - the Mobart
85 owner continued - we can create an optimal
product with shorter cycle time. During these
years, with these machines controlled using Industry
4.0 methods, we have increased our productivity
by 20 percent at least”.
The “dmc system” sanding machine is the latest
purchase from SCM: “This is an essential machine
for us, as it allows to improve panel sanding operations, both for raw and for lacquered panels,” Caslini
said. “As it offers high performance using multiple
operating units, the dmc machine can process and
sand even slightly concave cabinet doors and
carved wood furniture without scratching the panel”.
With this sanding machine, Mobart 85 has improved
the quality of this process phase, while also acquiring very interesting orders.
The “dmc system” offers multiple features with
high potential: a cross infeed unit with 9,500 mm
belt development to sand across the grain or to
create a special sawcut effect; a large-diameter
roller unit; a superfinishing aggregate with electronic
sectional pad and differentiated pressure control;
an exclusive planetary unit for variegated sanding
solutions; and finally, two brushes, a “Tynex” and
a “Scotch brite” unit.

“I chose SCM because their solutions offer more
advanced technology – said Caslini, who had already purchased two working centers before the
“dmc system”, namely a “morbidelli m800” and
an “accord 25 fx”. “I am not just referring to the
technical features of the machines and working
centers, such as the automatic worktables offering
higher performance compared to other technologies, but also to their construction, which I have
always taken into consideration before making
any investment: how the machine is built, how it is
operated, cleaning, tooling… For all these details,
SCM had the better of other competitors".
The company also appreciated the opportunity to
visit the Surface Tech Lab of the Rimini-based
group in Villa Verucchio, to test the “dmc system”
together with the SCM experts. “We had a live
demo of all the most important panel operations, including complex ones. The SCM experts supported
us with these tests, and I really appreciated this opportunity, as it helped us make an informed choice".
It's no surprise that, for a company that is so keen
on the details of its own production, details make
a difference. n

mobart.it
scmwood.com
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THE NEW IMS WEBSITE:
TOOL HOLDERS IN A CLICK
The new Ims website was launched this week and
is now up and running at the historical address
www.ims.eu. Find new architecture and renewed
content at visitors’ disposal. Customers can reach
detailed information about our products quickly and
easily, as the graphic layout guides users through
a gratifying and appealing experience.
The new website was created with management’s goal to provide customers with an
online space to access our IMS universe.
The graphic and structural restyling was
designed to create more efficient and immediate presentation and navigation methods through our products and services.
It all starts with a Home Page that displays a
preferred showcase of the IMS founding values:
a solid industrial tradition with an eye to innovation,
research, customization, and quality we provide
without compromise. Before serving as a showcase,
the new Ims website is now a straightforward tool
for customers to research their own tool holders.
In effort of this result, the Ims offer is organized in
Product Macro Areas: Tool Holders, Components,
Accessories, with extensive browsing features and
a detailed filter subdivision to guide each user to
the right tool holder.
With straight correlation to the Product Macro
Areas, the Promo Area will feature monthly offers

AT
D
P
U
Ims has created for its customers. In addition, the
users can find a full section dedicated to the customized tool holder design with an easy digital
form anyone can complete and submit in a personalized request for a quick feasibility analysis
and quotation through the Ims Engineering office.
The website’s focus is the materials that can be
processed with the Ims tool holders. Visitors can
research themselves, beginning with selecting
their material of choice – stone/glass, wood,
iron/steel, aluminum, plastic – then refining the search boundaries by selecting the proper tool, holding feature and spindle type.
Finally, the website provides quick access towards
our official social network profiles of Facebook,
LinkedIn, YouTube, and Instagram, from which
the Company stays in constant engagement and
communication with its customers.
Ims wishes everyone safe browsing. n

www.ddxgroup.com
info@ddxgroup.com
t
Solutions
DDX Software
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CHANGING PERSPECTIVE

CURSAL - WOOD IMBALLAGGI:
RELIABILITY FOR SUCCESS

BMT BAGNI, THE “TAILOR SHOP”
FOR BATHROOM FURNITURE
“Trsi 8000 Ap” cross-cut saw.

Ultimately, no matter how different technologies or
anything else might be, some words become universal synonyms for quality and reliability of successful results. From Formula 1 to woodworking,
the concept of reliability is the starting point to
achieve your business goals. If a machine is reliable,
you can win, otherwise things get complicated.
You will forgive for this Formula 1 introduction,
longer than usual, but we wanted to open this success story about the collaboration between Cursal
and Wood Imballaggi with the concept of reliability.
A simple word, a requirement for any company, as
Maurizio Lettieri, owner of Wood Imballaggi, stressed.
“Reliability has made the difference during this
year of collaboration with Cursal. Machine reliability
on one hand, with no problems of any kind, and
company reliability on the other, constantly offering
support and availability".

body. The pusher slides into the zero position and
pushed the board into the saw. Meanwhile, the
numerical control is set up with the cutting sequences. At the outlet, a NC belt with two extraction
units sorts the boards by cutting length.
“From a technical point of view, we program the
board cutting process. Based on the board dimensions, we load them and program the machine,
setting the parameters according to the workpiece
length and width, and we decide if we can cut several boards in one pass. Then, once the pieces
are placed on the rail, the machine feeds them
automatically and cuts them. The cut parts are extracted through two side chutes, so that they can
be picked up and nailed.
With the “Trsi 8000 Ap”, we cut boards up to six
meter long, a significant length that offers wide
margins”.

“Wood Imballaggi was established in 2017, but we
have been working in the pallet and packaging industry for many years,” said the owner of the Salero-based company. “Our core business is the production of wooden packaging and pallets of any
size and type. Over the years, we have been expanding and specializing in all aspects of packaging.
We are members of Conlegno, the wood and cork
consortium, for the production of "Fitok" pallets,
and we are certified to manufacture and sell our
own "Epal" brand and "Ht" pallets (heat treatment)".

The machine is configurable and can be integrated
with additional components...
“Exactly. We are integrating a number of optional
modules. We have already ordered an automatic
loading unit from Cursal, provided with a vacuum
cup that picks the workpiece and transfers it to
the machine. This is a significant enhancement,
not only because it optimizes cycle time and cost
effectiveness, but most of all because it improves
the working quality for operators".

Such growth and volume expansion has created
new needs. “As our order volume increased, we
needed to expand our fleet of machinery, so we
searched for an automatic cross-cut saw. We accurately evaluated what the market offered, and
finally opted for the automatic pusher “Trsi 8000
Ap” by Cursal. This machine seemed to be an excellent solution from the very start, and it has kept
its promise in the first year of operation. We had
no problem and worked really well. The synergy
and benefits we have achieved have driven us to
integrate the machine with an automatic loading
system, also produced by Cursal, that will help us
save on labor and improve results in terms of
quantity and quality, while optimizing costs and
taking a step into Industry 4.0".
“Trsi 8000 Ap” is an electronic optimizing push
feed saw with a lama 500-mm-diameter blade. In
detail, the machine construction is eight meter
long and it is equipped with a pneumatic lifting
unit. This is an ideal configuration for packaging,
featuring a feeding buffer with chains that introduce
the boards (separately or in packs) into the saw

At the crossroads of Romagna, Umbria and Tuscany, at the heart of Italy, there is a magical land,
famous for its beauty and genuine spirit. Such beauty results from manual skills, from the handicraft
care of operations, from the traditional attention to
details, from a unique know-how, which only really
expert hands can apply. This is a perfect setting
for BMT Bagni, a company in the Pesaro area,
specializing in the production of bathroom furniture,
a tangible expression of the magical atmosphere
where quality and beauty meet with innovative
materials and design ideas.
The story began in 1971, when the Merli and Tomassini families decided to establish their own
company and start the production of furniture accessories, and later on changed direction to specialize in the production of bathroom furniture.
It was a successful decision, as witnessed by an
increasing export share, addressed to 15 destination
countries, and a progressive expansion of production, currently relying on a new 10-thousandsquare-meter factory that includes the most advanced technologies with high-quality standards,
while keeping competitive prices.
The BMT Bagni furniture is often a model of sophisticated solutions, signed by famous names: “For
design, we rely on Italian architects who design
unique and patented products, drawing lines of
pure design,” said Marco Merli, the son of one of
the owners, in charge for the technical department
and for r&d operations.

How many pieces can you handle in a day?
“Despite intensive operation, we believe we have
just begun to leverage the machine potential.
Right now, we process some twenty cubic meters
of boards each day, but with the automatic loader
we are confident we can reach up to thirty cubic
meters. We want to optimize our work".

Today, the Pesaro-based company has 32 employees and annual revenues just below 4 million
euro, with several collaborations with the major
bathroom furniture showrooms in Italy and abroad;
the company also works as contract supplier for
measure-made bathroom furniture to be installed
in residential and shopping spaces.
Their experience and strong propensity to innovation
have always been recognized: “We believe that
real excellence can be achieved only when passion
and tradition are combined with research and technology”, Marco Merli underlined.

Which are the key strengths of the collaboration
with Cursal and the machine?
"Reliability is the keyword. The machine is reliable,
and Cursal too. It's been a pleasure to work with
the Cursal team, we have found a "human" atmosphere, if you allow this term. With the owner, Mr.
Giuseppe Curtolo, and all the staff, the feeling
has been great from the very start. They may be
far from us geographically, but very close in terms
of attitude, mind setting and approach to work.
They have supported us from the initial contact up
to installation and after-sales service. For any
need, we know we can rely on them..
Compared to our legacy cross-cut saws, which
were operated manually, we have doubled our
production speed. In the past, we needed two
machines and four people to achieve the same
production volumes, now it takes one
machine and two operators".

FORM AND FUNCTION
From modern to classic, always with a distinctive
handicraft quality consolidated over time: the BMT
collections are the best combination of elegant and
vanguard lines with functional requirements, to keep
up with the constant evolution of daily life, activating
new connections, including sensorial ones. “For us
– Marco Merli explained – bathroom furniture has
become an essential part of an environment that
has developed into a temple of psycho-physical
wellness, where lines, lights and feelings meet and
melt elegantly." Customization and modularity are
the distinctive features, and at the same time the
key strengths of BMT, together with a wide selection
of finishing, materials and colors, to tailor any
bathroom concept to any customer. This is what
Marco Merli calls “tailor approach”: “This is how
the product is conceived and tailored to the requirements of each customer with a knack for perfection”.

From the reliability of a high-performing cross-cut saw to the focus on
accurate after-sales service. The collaboration between Cursal and Wood
Imballaggi promises to be profitable
and lasting.

AUTOMATED FLEXIBILITY
The sophisticated design and high quality of materials
create an emotionally intensive combination, which
translates into efficient manufacturing operations
delivering industrial performance and handicraft
care. “Pursuing a constant improvement of quality
standards across the entire production and continuously innovating the management processes
means working with a wide range of materials, very
different from each other, enhancing their peculiar
features, selecting the best supplies and only using

by Francesco Inverso n

Maurizio Lettieri, owner of Wood Imballaggi, with the Cursal Technician.
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high quality components,” Marco Merli continued,
proud of stressing that all production steps are
carried out in Italy. “All operations are executed
inside our factory: from panel sawing to squaringedgebanding, up to coating and final assembling.
The Biesse machines of our fleet effectively support
all our production stages, from the nesting cell to
size and drill the parts, to the “Stream” edgebanding
machine with panel returning and unloading system
“Winner”, from the vertical panel saw “Eko” to automated panel handling between different machines
using the automatic store “Winstore”.
An integrated fleet of equipment to produce in
"batch one" mode, basically eliminating large batch
or series production. “Such flexibility – Marco Merli
continued – enables us to handle custom products
just like standard elements: the plant supervisory
system allows to set up the process automatically”.
INVESTMENTS
The timing and accuracy of operations, combined
with a more effective organization of work in the
production area, show the real competitive benefits
that the Pesaro-based company has achieved
over its competitors. These result from investments
that Marco Merli considers “…necessary to respond
to a market that demands product customization
and speed-to-market to be competitive”.
Biesse plays a key role for this strategic vision,
actually “…it is a real strategic partner, not just
an equipment vendor: we chose an Italian company
as we believe it can offer better services and reliability than foreign competitors. Close proximity
was a key factor for our decision, but Biesse's reputation matters more than its geographical distance
from a customer,” concluded Marco Merli, who
knows very well that the relaxing effect of a comfortable and flawless bathroom goes hand in hand
with the peace of mind of those who have made
the right decisions to produce it confidently… n
bmtbagni.it
biesse.com
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FINITURE: A NEW PLANT INAUGURATED IN KAYSERI (TURKEY)
pany is currently directed by Giovanni Sedino.
Designers, engineers and builders execute all
projects from A to Z, from concept to installation.
The corporate philosophy based on internal knowhow has secured great results over the years, including the recent plant for Bellona.
“Working with Bellona has been a stimulating challenge”, they told us at Villatora di Saonara, near
Pordenone, Friuli. “We found an efficient and proactive environment that enable us to do our best,
as the finished plant clearly demonstrates”. New
plant, new satisfaction. n

finiture.it
Recently, Finiture, the Italian company founded
by Marco Sedino in the 1950's and specializing in
the production and installation of finishing systems,
has inaugurated a new plant in Kayseri, in the ancient region of Caesarea, in the heart of Anatolia.
The plant was designed and built for Bellona
(known in Turkey with the names Boytas or Istikbal),
a state-owned enterprise and a big player in
furniture production in Turkey.
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The new installation by Finiture is a high-capacity
plant for chair components, consisting of two lines:
one for color and basecoat, and one for finishing.
The color is a water-based coating, while the basecoat and finishing are solvent-based polyurethane
products.
This is a “power and free” line, i.e. fully automated
with workpiece position control through RFID (a
technology that can identify and store information
automatically using special electronic labels called
tags, which can also respond to queries from
fixed or portable devices, called readers, editor's
note). A special supervisory unit controls the entire
coating cycle from initial loading up to the unloading
of finished parts, while color is applied by the
flow coating systems that can switch color without
interrupting the cycle, with a fully automated, Plcdriven process.
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Painting, instead, is performed by two pairs of automatic robots with piece detecting system, communicating with the rest of the line. The spraying
booths are enclosed and pressurized to ensure
excellent workpiece quality, while the key features
of the plant are high automation, high productivity
up to 1,000 chairs per shift, and a management
interface for customer communications.
THE COMPANY
Finiture specialize in the production and installation
of finishing plants, with a focus on custom solutions.
Founded by Marco Sedino in the 1950's, the com-

New


FLEXIBILITY
Finiture plants are designed to meet the customers’ production needs, to offer exactly
what is required, while optimizing energy and
product consumption, always in strict compliance with the regulations in force. The allsized companies that have relied on Finiture
for the construction of highly customized plants
are located in Europe, China, Japan, India,
Australia, Canada and the United States.
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THE COMPANY

“WE CAN CHANGE AND INNOVATE, ALWAYS!"
This is the statement by Carlo Dolciami, sales manager at Makor Group, whom we asked to illustrate his vision
for the current season, and most of all the short-term scenarios in the finishing business.
Of course, our conversation started from the effects
of the pandemic. “Our group – Carlo Dolciami
said – has been affected by the events of the past
twelve months, of course. The lockdown period,
the travel restrictions, the concern for the health of
our families and the families of our employees all
around the world, the uncertainty about the future
among our customers, all these factors had a dramatic impact. But still, there was a sort of flurry, a
desire to carry on despite everything, it was like a
spring that maintained a constant level of tension.
In many markets where we work, despite many
problems, we continued to make business: Covid-19 has struck different places at different times,
more or less heavily, creating a sequence of ups
and downs that - though difficult to manage - stimulated our capacity to find solutions, to create
new opportunities through our international sales
and technical organization, for installations and
service. I must say that, in Italy, we realized before
others that the situation was serious, and before
other countries, we adopted a cautious attitude
towards investments.
In the second half of the year, things gradually improved and we learned that, in such periods, you
have to deal with ever-changing conditions, and
be ready to seize any opportunity in each moment,
while cultivating the relationships with customers
and markets leveraging all the digital tools that we
know and have become part of our life".
And now?
“We all know what the situation is, but companies
are proving they have learned the lesson and exploited the periods of "forced rest" to invent new
products and plan investments to improve their
operations. We have focused on our plants and solutions, too, introducing some changes, enhancements and new products that we believe will be
helpful to go back to pre-Covid results very soon.
I can add that some countries have been bolder
or "daring", preserving a higher level of investments.
I am referring to the United States, Northern Europe
and Scandinavia. Wood constructions have given

Carlo Dolciami.

and are still giving much satisfaction, also as a
result of the growing popularity of a material that
offers great benefits in terms of sustainability.
All in all, the pandemic did not stop our business,
we had no orders cancelled, and only in one case
the customer asked to delay by a few weeks, then
the situation went back to normal, if we can use
this adjective for such a cruel period.
In a way, things were even easier, because there
was a sort of "call to arms", a desire to collaborate
that involved all the stakeholders, customers, resellers, manufacturers. We could assign service
operations, and even complex installations, to the
engineers of our resellers, teaming up to solve situations that, until few weeks earlier, would have
required someone to move from our headquarters
in Poggibonsi and travel to the customer.
Such remote operations – from simple meetings to
tests "live" from our workshop for customers around
the world, up to installations carried out by a partner
"guided" by our engineers – were great experiences
that will be valuable in the future, helping us
reconsider many habits and conventional processes
that we have always considered necessary”.
We imagine that, in this situation, your partnership
with Homag has proved even more valuable...
“Absolutely. The decision to collaborate with Homag,
the world's largest group for wood and furniture technology, created even more opportunities in different regions, where the Homag people are our
hands and eyes. As you know, we have extended
the collaboration agreement signed in 2016 and
lasting four years, so we have a new vision ahead.
The partnership with the German group started
from the idea of creating a network, a project with
a reliable partner to present an end-to-end portfolio
to the global market.
Besides the decision to collaborate with us, we
are proud to see that this relationship has evolved
over the years: this means that Homag wanted to
go beyond the initial agreement, based on historical
partnerships with common partners, thus reaffirming
their esteem for Makor".
And now? Which are your priorities?
“Definitely, we have to restore direct contact with
customers, this is a key element to cultivate the
relationships between a manufacturer and customers or prospects. As Xylon readers might remember, we celebrated our fiftieth anniversary a
couple of years ago, just in time. It was a major
milestone, an event that involved hundreds of
people from all over the world, who came to meet
us and established a strong relationship that will
last long. But we cannot live off of that event
forever, and for a few months more, we will not be
able to attend international exhibitions where we
can display all our catalog on a global stage.
We are thinking hard about this topic, and how we
can maintain our personal relations with customers

MAKOR GROUP
Makor is the holding company. Established in 1968, for fifty years the company has been
producing and selling a wide range of high-tech machines and solutions for wood finishing. Makor
offers standalone machines as well as end-to-end production lines, offering top quality standards
and short cycle time. Their finishing solutions are designed and built for handicraft businesses and
large furniture manufacturers alike, as well as for windows and wood construction elements, for
glass, plastics and composite materials.

and dealers, which need to be "refreshed". We
are trying to find new ways to attract customers,
leveraging different tools to replicate what we did
at exhibitions around the world.
We will have to invent new ways to attract customers,
those who would have stopped at our booth during
an exhibition, but now they cannot. We have some
good ideas already; after all, the origin of species
has shown that the distinctive feature of human
beings is their capacity to adapt and react.
I don't want to say that i like this situation, we
would have preferred to avoid it, but we will
manage to organize new marketing initiatives,
invent different tools, even if - like any other
company working on a global scale - it is not easy
to replace the meeting opportunities with new prospects offered by an exhibition”.
Mr. Dolciami, you said you leveraged this period
to create new projects and build new products.
What have you invented at Makor?
“We did not miss the opportunity to leaf through our
catalog with a critical approach, to identify possible
areas of improvement. I can say that, with this approach, we have further optimized our solutions for
Pvc window finishing, taking them to the next level.
This is an interesting business, with significant volumes, but it was an unexplored territory for us, until
we decided to approach it with a brand new technology that is giving excellent results. This is not
the only new development of this period, but it is
probably the most significant, if you consider that it
has introduced us to a world we did not know, presenting a technology to paint window profiles instead
of coating them. With this process, we achieve a
very realistic color or wood finish, with excellent
visual and mechanical properties, and a level of fle-

Tecnolegno specialize in edge processing technology. The Pesaro-based company joined the
Makor Group in 2002, and just like Makor, also Tecnolegno has a long record of research and technology. Also established in 1968, the company has grown into one of the most brilliant vendors
of edge and profile sanding machines, as well as milling and squaring solutions for panels and
profiles. Their products, just like Makor's, stand out for sturdiness and reliability, combined with
versatility and innovation.
Comar is the group company specializing in metal constructions, to support the needs of its "sister"
companies. Comar plays a key role in the construction of complex equipment for wood finishing
created by the ono Makor Group, allowing the group to have full control of all production stages.
For the construction of robust products featuring leading-edge technology, Makor Group relies on
the quality of each element and each production phase.

xibility that we had not imagined originally.
Switching from a "wood species" to another, from
a color to another, is a matter of minutes, so the
customer does not need to keep kilometers of finished profiles in stock; he just needs raw profiles
that can be painted and finished very quickly and
easily, exactly when they are requested”.
Is the process identical for color and wood finishing?
“Yes, you can apply one color or different colors,
wet on wet, using special tricks and specific "tools"
controlled by an electronic unit. The combined
action of these elements yields the desired result.
I daresay we have outperformed the coating films,
achieving a better visual impact, painting even irregular pieces, and covering all the applications
where films cannot be used.
In a way, we have contributed to the further success
of painting processes, because the combination
between the technical development of painting
products and the related technologies delivers
visual and quality standards of the finished product
that cannot be matched by other technologies”.
And in the panel industry?
“We are working on the benefits offered by painting
robots, gradually moving from "continuous" operation to "targeted" painting, where and when needed; this approach also meets the requirements
of flexible production, which has become predominant in recent years. Quality and flexibility are
essential conditions, together with more and more
powerful software solutions to streamline the work
of operators, with very short learning curves.
The topic of product innovation is also the focus
of Tecnolegno, another company of the group
with longstanding experience in the processing of
strips, profiles and edges;
this is another segment
where customers submit
more and more specific and
complex requests.
In both areas, we are very
busy, even if our sector is
mature: after all, it's up to
us to create a bright future
for painting processes".
by Luca Rossetti n
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FINISHING

NERLI: FOUR GENERATIONS
IN SANDING SOLUTIONS...

CMA ROBOTICS:
TURNKEY SOLUTIONS
Cma Robotics, specializing for almost 30 years in
articulated robots and automated painting plants,
design, build and install a wide range of complete
solutions for industrial coating, tailoring each
project in collaboration with the customer and managing the integration of the painting system into
the destination plant. Before being submitted to
customers, Cma accurately evaluate their solutions
in their R&D department, using next-generation
simulation software to validate feasibility and
cycle time, and to identify the best machine according to the type of product.
Leveraging automatic programming, a core asset
for short-term developments in the Italian company,
Cma aim at eliminating lengthy and labor-intensive
programming operations for the robot's working
cycle. These systems can recognize the shape
and position of pieces.
The robot generates the part program in real
time, which can be executed in any position,
offering extensive customization combined with
maximum painting flexibility, the possibility to
handle large parts, to create curved or peculiar
pieces and to increase productivity while optimizing
paint consumption.

through several independent pads, each consisting
of two plates.
This new system allows to adjust the hardness of
the pad, featuring mechanical or pneumatic support,
so as to offer the possibility to perform all kinds of
operations, from heavy roughing to high-sensitivity
"Sm", essential for the finishing of high-gloss surfaces.
The abrasive belts and the belt conveyor are
driven by an inverter each, which offers speed
ajustment according to application needs, type
of operation and material.

The portfolio has been expanded over the years,
adding conveyors, flow coating, drying ovens,
suction booths and all the accessories required
for the perfect finishing of the parts to be painted.
ADDITIONAL PROGRAMMING METHODS
For robot programming, Cma also offers alternative
methods, including: self-teaching, an easy method
to create painting programs that will be executed
automatically, with the possibility to adjust speed;
point-to-point (ptp), which allows to program the
model by acquiring the key reference points and
combining them into a continuous path, with the
possibility to adjust all parameters, speed and
painting movements; offline programming, allowing
to create programs from the office, check the
painting process via simulation and set the process
parameters (flow, automation, spray fan width).

Four generations and a story dating back to 1945.
Nerli, a Tuscany-based company specializing in
the production of sanding machines, carry on
their legacy with a clear goal: never stop looking
ahead and innovating.

SPRAYING EQUIPMENT
The accurate application of multiple layers (basecoat, color, topcoat etc.) requires a fully integrated
solution that ensures a consistent and continuous
spraying of different products.
Cma Robotics can integrate external mixing machines/solutions and offers a range of painting robots for industrial automation with high-end features, such as: international Atex certification for
zone 1 and 2 (gas), zone 21 and 22 (dust), Iecex
gas certificates, load capacity for several kilos,
working areas of different size and seamless integration of all the devices required for the optimal
operation of the solution.
Cma's painting robots can perfectly adapt to all
types of plants, with specific customizations for all
requirements. n
cmarobot.it

“MOD. PN20.AE/2T.SM”
The twin belt pneumatic sanding machine "Mod.
PN20.AE/2T.SM" is the latest technological development by Nerli, an innovative concept based on
the longstanding company's tradition in the sanding
business. Incorporating all the most popular features, this machine can sand wood-based panels
of any shape and type, including panels with polyester, polyurethane and similar coatings.
The machine, with fixed workbench and moving
head, is equipped with two abrasive belts and
two rows of independent mechanical and pneumatic
pistons, with variable compensation.
Both are driven and controlled by advanced electronics: a Plc directly controlled from the control
desk with a color touchscreen.
The sanding aggregates, driven by a system for
mechanical balancing, act on the abrasive belts

TECHNOLOGY

“GROTOS 18000”
“Grotos 18000” is an automatic brushing machine
that executes pendular cycles to remove the sanding
stripes and to polish the coating of the panel, so as
to achieve higher gloss without damaging the edges.
The key innovation of "Grotos 18000" is the four
brushes located in the head, which act on the
sanding stripes from all directions during their rotation. The carousel and brush rotating movements
are independent of each other and also allow to
set the best working speed for each operation.
Furthermore, the consistency of the abrasive paste
spread by the four brushes supports low-pressure
operation to avoid overheating the coating film.
These features, combined with two polishing aggregates that can operate in pendular mode across
two working areas larger than 1,700 by 5,400 millimeters, deliver a mirror-like finishing with no
shades and waves.
From tradition to innovation to carry on their
legacy: that's Nerli's mission. n
nerli.it

FURNITURE

PARTICLEBOARD:
THE STEMAS REVOLUTION

“FINISHOIL”: A NEW RANGE
OF OIL-BASED COATINGS

Stemas – an Italian company designing
and building woodworking machinery for
over forty years – have set a clear goal:
be at the leading edge in the development of technological solutions that offer
significant competitive benefits to customers in their respective industries.
The mission to meet the requirements of
the current market builds on two key
concepts: optimization and waste reduction. While the high level of line automation helps slash labor costs in general, the implementation of new processing methods allows to decrease the
costs of materials.
One of the highlights among the technologies developed by Stemas is the solutions
for the "sealing" of particleboard edges.
This process is an application of a highquality acrylic finish, where the product is catalyzed
under special Uv lamps. The key requirement
solved by this technology is the compensation of
particleboard defects. To minimize particleboard
flaws, the key operation is to "seal" the material
before the painting or coating with paper, laminates
or high-gloss Pvc, making it a viable substitute for
more expensive materials such as Mdf.
The benefits of this technology include the waterproofing action of the sealing and the increased
reduction of transportation costs thanks to the use
of low-weight particleboard, which, as a result of
sealing, offers a competitive quality compared
with higher-density materials.
The sealing lines “Pro-Filling” by Stemas can process up to 100 meters per minute, normally after
the panel saw, and can be equipped with additional

Searching for greener and greener solutions to
preserve the environment, Sayerlack, a brand of
the Sherwin-Williams group specializing in this
type of finish, has developed the “Finishoil” range,
including water-based and solvent-based oils that
satisfy all the market’s main requirements.

and different wood species, it guarantees outstanding penetration and protection properties.
The natural-oil “OLL3904/00” is ready to use and
the ideal choice for parquet flooring. Characteristics
of easy application and building power make it
perfect for mechanical buffing on large surfaces.

OILS FOR INTERIORS
The water-based wax-effect oil “AOV2343/00” is
designed for treating indoor furniture and parquet
flooring. It can be applied using a spray gun,
brush or rag and as “AOV2343/00” is a waterbased oil with a natural fragrance of beeswax it
leaves the wood looking soft, natural and waxy.
The 100 per cent natural oil “OLV2322/00”, made
from natural and bio-compatible substances, is
ideal for preserving woods of all types, both solid
and veneered. It is absorbed deep into the fibers,
reviving the wood, giving it a subtle sheen and
enhancing the grain. The product is ready to use
and easy to apply using a brush, rag, spray gun
or immersion. With an eye to eco-sustainability,
the two-component oil “OLL3893/00” is a natural
voc free oil that can be used to revitalize the
wood by maintaining its natural look. sed in combination with “THL3896/00” at 30 per cent, it provides the chemical and physical resistance of a
typical natural oil. Both for furniture and for parquet

OIL FOR INTERIORS AND EXTERIORS
The wood oil “OL30XX/00” has been created specifically for the indoor and outdoor parquet sector.
The product can be applied using a roller, brush,
rag or spray gun. It has a high viscosity, good chemical and physical resistance and quick-drying properties. Developed for quick and easy maintenance
of exterior and interior wooden items, the “OL3300/00”
general use oil can be used for flooring, swimming
pools borders, benches and garden furniture. Thanks
to its blend of natural oils, it has excellent substrate
penetration and provides good protection against
water. It can be applied by brush.

aggregates for edge profiling and sanding.
The machines can also be retrofitted (i.e. equipped
with additional units to be more effective and efficient, editor's note) thanks to the compact footprint
of the application units and lamps.
40 YEARS OF HISTORY
“Forty years in business is a significant milestone,”
said Angelo Glenn Onorio, co-owner of Stemas,
in an interview with us a few weeks ago. “Today,
we have approximately 50 employees and we sell
products all over the world... and we want to keep
growing. We have celebrated our first 40th anniversary, and now we hope to make even greater
achievements in the next 40 years". n
stemas.it
XYLON INTERNATIONAL

OILS FOR EXTERIORS
The water-based oil “AOL3867/00” provides high
protection of the wood and great versatility as it is
suitable for garden furniture, decking and poolside
areas. It is also suitable for thermo treated and
composite woods (for example bamboo fibers).
“OLL3729/00” is a urethane oil developed for exterior
application to outdoor furniture, decking and coverings
in general. It has good wettability of wood, along
with excellent application workability and good resistance against weathering. The selection of special
raw materials that make this product the ideal choice
also for thermo treated wood. n
sayerlack.it
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CONTACTS
Primary processing

Secondary processing

LESTA srl

MARIO ZAFFARONI & FIGLI srl
Via Centro Industriale Europeo, 24
I-22078 Turate (CO)
phone +39 02 9688453 fax +39 02 9682718
www.zaffaroni.com - info@zaffaroni.com

ANGELO CREMONA spa

BIESSE spa

Viale Lombardia, 275 I-20900 Monza (MI)
phone +39 02 660381 - fax +39 02 6603825
www.angelo-cremona.com
mailbox@angelo-cremona.com

Via della Meccanica, 16 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 439100 - fax +39 0721 453248
www.biesse.com - sales@biesse.it

Machinery and services for plywood
and sliced veneer production.
Peeling lines, dryers, presses and finishing
lines; horizontal, vertical and rotary slicers,
press dryers and clipping lines.

B.F.B. di Bortoluzzi Gualtiero & C. snc

The Biesse product line includes cnc work
centres, manual and automatic edgebanders,
squaring/edgebanding machines, panel sizing
centres, calibrating and sanding machines,
routers, throughfeed boring and inserting
machines, material handling equipment
and turnkey plants.

Panel processing machines and plants.
Special multi-blades panel saws, longitudinal
milling machines with rollers feeding, working
centres for the “Folding” technology, flooring
industry technology, doors,modern furnishing
industry technology.

Surface finishing

PUTSCH-MENICONI spa

V.le del Lavoro,27 - Zona industriale Paludi
I-32010 Alpago (BL)
phone +39 0437 989208-685
fax +39 0437 989157
www.bfblegno.it - info@bfblegno.it

Via Irlanda, 1 I-53036 Poggibonsi (SI)
phone + 39 0577 90311 - fax + 39 0577 979335
www.putschmeniconi.com
info@putschmeniconi.com

Machines and plants for primary and
secondary processing of wood: debarking,
cutting, selection and sorting of logs,
complete sawmill collection, sorting and
stacking of sawn timber, storage processing,
special processing of varius kinds of
semimachined products, production of wood
for carpentry, preparation and handling of
logs for plywood plants.

Manual and automatic vertical panel saws for
cutting wooden panels, plastic and acm
products. Welded steel frames, to grant
rigidity and precision.
Special applications allowing the possibility to
make also grooving on sandwich panels for
folding. Automatic horizontal beam saws with
many different configurations accordingly to
the panel sizes and thickness requirements.

CEFLA FINISHING GROUP
Via Bicocca 14/c I-40026 Imola (BO)
phone +39 0541 653441 - fax +39 0542 653444
www.ceflafinishinggroup.com
cefla.finishing@cefla.it
Cefla Finishing Group worldwide leader in the
finishing of wooden, plastic and non-ferrous
material products designs and manufactures
turnkey painting and wrapping lines for the
wood, glass, metal and plastic industries,
tailored on customer needs and requirements.

Via T. Tasso, 66 I-21052 Busto Arsizio (VA)
phone +39 0331 430 817
fax +39 0331 1581053
www.lesta.it - info@lesta.it
Lesta Srl designs, manufactures and sells
industrial robots for both powder and liquid
painting.
The top of the range of Lesta production are
the 5 and 6 axis antropomorphic robots in
self-learning LeBot MV series. The selflearning makes easy and immediate to create
painting programs for any kind of
applications: wood, plastic, metal and
composites.
In addition, Lesta Srl is able to supply cartesian
robots, carousels, air and ground rotation
groups, robot handling systems in ground or
hanging configuration to increase the
working area, production cycle management
software with RFID tags, 2D and 3D scanning
systems in order to make the painting process
completely automatic.

ELMAG spa
Via Raffaello Sanzio, 11 I-20852 Villasanta (MB)
phone +39 039 23611 - fax +39 039 328202
www.superfici.com
Lacquering and printing lines for furniture
panels, hardboard, mdf or chipboard panels,
doors or parquet flooring with roller
or curtain coating technology and uv or hot air
drying systems. Automatic and robotic spray
lines with vertical dryers, flat or uv dryers.
Lacquering and printing on coils.

RS WOOD srl
COMEC GROUP srl
Via Cascina Rinaldi, 39
I-33048 S. Giovanni al Natisone (UD)
phone +39 0432 756282
fax +39 0432 757591
www.comecgroup.it - info@comecgroup.it
Comec Cncwood, multi-spindles working
centers with working head support columns
with transvertal movement.
Comec Technowood, special machines
and systems for high productive processing.
Camam Woodworking Machinery, machines
and lines/systems for milling, cutting, sanding,
assembling and special ones for chair
woodworking.

COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
MODESTO NINO srl
Via Ciro Di Pers 68
I-33030 Majano (UD)
phone +39 0432 959036
fax +39 0432 959036
www.modesto.it - info@modesto.it
Our production of woodworking machines:
edger, cross-cutter.

Via Achille Grandi 38
I-47922 Viserbella di Rimini (RN)
phone +39 0541 736265 fax +39 0541 732084
www.rswooditaly.com - info@rswooditaly.com
Wide range of traditional woodworking
machines for panel and wood processing.

Company specialized in fulfillment
of robotized solutions for painting chairs,
tables and assembled furniture, panels,
windows and doors.

Our mission: to be the skilled leader in
optimizing saws for innovation, quality,
technology, price and service!
Pushing optimizing saws; angular cutting
optimizing saws; high speed optimizing saws;
cross cutting saws

Industrial painting machines as dry painting
booth, water painting booths, pressurising
painting system and suspended transport lines.

Software
EPISTOLIO srl
Painting Robot Division
Via Piemonte, 120 I-21100 Varese (VA)
phone +39 0332 212692 - fax +39 0332 223666
www.epistoliorobot.com - info@epistolio.com
Epistolio srl – Painting Robot Division,
with a 20 years experience in developing
and constructing anthropomorphic
and cartesian robots – offers a comprehensive
range of complete solutions for automated
industrial painting applications in the
woodworking industry.

SCM GROUP spa

Woodworking machinery: the widest range
of products.

PRIMULTINI srl

Machines for woodworking and equipment
for sawmills. Vertical and tilted bandmills, log
carriages with variable axis, log carriages with
independent headblocks, tandem bandsaw
headrings, chipping canter, traditional resaws,
double resaws. Multiple ripsaws, manual
and automatic edging lines, working centres
with circular blades. Log profiling equipment.
Complete, high-production plants for sawmills.
Saw servicing equipment.

TECNOAZZURRA srl
Via del Tesoro, 210 I-47827 Verucchio
Fraz. Villa Verucchio (RN)
phone +39 0541 678225-0541 678078
fax +39 0541 671144
www.tecnoazzurra.it - info@tecnoazzurra.it

SALVADOR - SOLIDEA srl
Via dell’Industria, 15
I-31020 San Vendemiano (TV)
phone +39 0438 777096
fax +39 0438 778282
www.solidea - salvador@solidea.it

Via Emilia, 77 I-47900 Rimini
phone +39 0541 700111 - fax +39 0541 700232
www.scmgroup.com
scmgroup@scmgroup.com

Viale Europa, 70 I-36035 Marano Vicentino (VI)
phone +39 0445 560333
fax +39 0445 560334
www.primultini.com - info@primultini.com

CMA ROBOTICS spa
Via Pier Paolo Pasolini, 35/15
I-33040 Pradamano (UD)
phone +39 0432 640172 - fax +39 0432 640018
www.cmarobotics.com - info@cmarobot.it

VEBA MECCANICA srl
Via Emilia, 1678 I-47020 Longiano (FC)
phone +39 0547 54323 - fax +39 0547 54029
www.veba.it - info@veba.it

GIARDINA GROUP
Via V. Necchi, 63 I-22060 Figino Serenza (CO)
phone +39 031 7830801- fax +39 031 78165
www.giardinagroup.com
info@giardinagroup.com
Finishing plants for the furniture
and construction industry with application
by spray, by roller coaters and curtain coaters
and drying by Uv dryers, vertical dryers,
linear dryers with microwaves technology.
Complete finishing plants for doors
and windows. Spray booths.

The product range is wide in the sector
of traditional woodworking machines:
thicknessing planers, surface planers,
combined surface-thicknessing planers,
circular saws, spindle moulders,combined
saw-spindle moulder, universal combined
machines, band-saws.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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DDX Software Solutions
Via G. Donizetti, 109/111
I-24030 Brembate di Sopra (BG)
phone +39 035 621093 - fax +39 035 333723
www.ddxgroup.com info@ddxgroup.com
Ddx develops Cad/Cam/Cim software solutions:
EasyWOOD for panel and solid wood
machining using 3, 4 and 5 axis; EasyBEAM for
structures, houses, walls, beams, rooves,
gazebo, etc.; PowerSTAIRS for staircases
design and manufacturing; PowerWIN for any
kind of windows, french doors, internal doors,
entry doors and shutters.
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Tools and auxiliaries

FAIRS

FOCUS WAITING FOR
theXYLEXPO
complete calendar on www.xylon.it
AAAAAAAA

Automation

FAPIL srl
Via A. Locatelli, 51/A I-24019 Zogno (BG)
phone +39 0345 91179 - fax +39 0345 92726
www.fapil.it - fapil@fapil.it
Since 1959, Fapil’s mission has been to design
and build cutting tools for machining wood,
board materials and plastics.
Specialists in cnc tooling.

CMA 2 Costruzioni Meccaniche Automazioni
Via Pezza Alta, 28
I-31046 Rustignè di Oderzo (TV)
phone +39 0422 853770
fax +39 0422 853992
www.cma2.it - info@cma2.it
Custom made machineries and automations
for handling, assembly, storage and
packaging.
Paper pallet compose machineries, pallet
protect machines with Made in Italy quality.

FINK srl - Woodworking tools
Via G. Giusti, 15 I-20900 Monza (MB)
phone +39 039 386961-2 - fax +39 039 361458
www.finktools.com - fink@finktools.com
Since 1924 Fink produces complete sets
of tools for windows, helicoidal cutterheads,
cutterheads for profiled kinves, cutters in Hw
welded, circular saw blades, dia tools, boring
bits, solid carbide routers, tools for cnc
trimming hoggers.

SISTEMI srl
Via Montanelli, 70 I-61122 Pesaro (PU)
phone +39 0721 28950 - fax +39 0721 283476
www.sistemiklein.com - info@sistemiklein.com
Tools for wood-alu and plastic material
working. Tools for automatic boring machines,
router bits and collet chucks for cnc router
machines. “M. Conti” measuring devices for the
woodworking industry. Special accessories for
hobbysts, craftsmen and small industry.

DALSO SRL
Automation Technology
Via Marche, 12
I-36015 Schio (VI)
phone +39 0445 575 606
www.dalso.it - info@dalso.it
Dalso's activity, which this year turns
20 years old, does not just develop
in the consolidated range of manipulators,
introducers and robots but focuses on finding
the tailor-made solution for the customer,
maximizing the efficiency of the plant itself.
A team of experts and product quality,
dictated by ISO 9001 standards,
makes Dalso today a leader in the design
and production of industrial automation
both in wood and in other sectors.

Cross-cutting lines

CURSAL srl

Dust extraction
systems and filtration

CONTROL LOGIC srl
Via Ennio, 25 I-20137 Milano
phone +39 02 54100818 - fax +39 02 54100764
www.controllogic.it - controllogic@controllogic.it
Spark detectors and fire extinguishing systems
for industrial dust extraction systems.

Lacquers

Via Bradolini, 38/a I-31020 San Fior (TV)
phone +39 0438 400963
fax +39 0438 401851
www.cursal.com - info@cursal.com
Cursal Srl for over 40 years, has been
specialising in the design, construction,
installation, maintenance and spare parts
supply of wood cutting systems. Top of the
range: defects electronic optimizing cross-cut
saws (belt/rollers/ push) that guarantee
maximum speed, durability and precision.
Optical defect scanners.
Complete range of fast semi-automatic
cutting-off saws equipped for various sections.
Cnc/plc/router developed, programmed and
customised by Cursal. Specific equipment: drills,
printers, cnc stops, loading/unloading transfers
for perfect integration with multirip saws,
moulders, finger joint. Automatic
loaders/unloaders with vacuum/grippers.
Wood industry experts choose Cursal.

4-7 May (DIGITAL EVENT)
Interzum
www.interzum.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies
12-14 May
Woodtech Warsaw Expo
www.warsawexpo.eu
• Warsaw (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 May
Woodprocessing
www.galexpo.com.ua
• Lviv (Ukraine)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies
20-23 May
Lesdrevtech
www.belexpo.com
• Minsk (Belarus)
Furniture
26-30 May
Wohnen & Interieur Vienna
www.wohnen-interieur.at
• Vienna (Austria)
Furniture
27-29 May
Mebelexpo
www.mebelexpo.uz
• Tashkent (Uzbekistan)
Furniture
28-30 May
Nepal Wood
www.nepalwood.com.np
• Kathmandu (Nepal)
Semifinished products, components,
supplies
31 May - 02 June
Dubai Index
www.indexexhibition.com
• Dubai (United Arab Emirates)
Furniture
10-12 June
Gabon Woodshow
www.gabonwoodshow.com
• Libreville (Gabon)
Woodworking technologies
16-18 June
Build Expo Uzbekistan
www.expoposition.com
• Tashkent (Uzbekistan)
Building and architecture

Auxiliary machines
and equipments
INDUSTRIA CHIMICA ADRIATICA spa
Via Sandro Pertini, 52
I-62012 Civitanova Marche (MC)
phone +39 0733 8080 - fax +39 0733 808140
www.icaspa.com - info@icaspa.com
Ica group founded in 1971 is one of the
leading European industrial companies in the
production and commercialization of coatings.
The high specialization in eco-friendly paints
and the careful analysis of the Italian and
international trends in the design world mean
that Ica Group is now considered a real partner,
capable of supporting the customer not only
from technical and production point of view
but also for its ability to consistently deliver
new creative ideas.

22-25 June
Formobile
www.formobile.com.br
• San Paolo (Brazil)
Woodworking technologies
24-26 June
Afriwood Kenya
www.expogr.com
• Nairobi (Kenya)
Woodworking technologies
20-23 July
Awfs Vegas
www.awfs.org
• Las Vegas (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
8-10 August
Spoga+Gafa
www.spogagafa.com
• Cologne (Germany)
Furniture
11-13 August
Expo Forest Products Machinery
& Equipment
www.sfaexpo.com
• Atlanta (Usa)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 August
Mem
www.hfmexico.mx
• Mexico City (Mexico)
Woodworking technologies
18-21 August
Bifa Wood
www.pfeifergroup.com
• Binh Duong (Vietnam)
Woodworking technologies
30 August - 2 September
Trä & Teknik
www.traochteknik.se
• Göteborg (Sweden)
Woodworking technologies
1-4 September
Miff-Malaysian International
Furniture Fair
www.miff.com
• uala Lumpur (Malaysia)
Furniture

ZATOR srl
Via Galvani 11
I-20095 Cusano Milanino (MI)
phone +39 02 66403235
fax +39 02 66403215
www.zator.it - info@zator.it
We have specialized for over 20 years
in the design, construction and testing
of systems for application of adhesives,
glues and fluids in wood/furniture sector.
We take care of every stage of production
inside, we are equipped with a fleet
of controlled machine tools updated
and complete numeric that allows us
to combine the production with the
standard production of products
configured according to your needs.

XYLON INTERNATIONAL
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3-5 September
Eko-Las
www.ekolas.mtp.pl
• Janow Lubelsky (Poland)
Woodworking technologies
3-6 September
Ciff-China International Furniture Fair
www.ciff.furniture
• Shanghai (China)
Furniture
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THERE IS SOMETHING
THAT MAKES US DIFFERENT...

X YLON
TECNOLOGIA, INDUSTRIA, COMMERCIO E ARTIGIANATO DEL LEGNO

Xylon
International
WOOD TECHNOLOGY, INDUSTRY, TRADE AND HANDICRAFTS

X YLON.it
IL QUOTIDIANO ON LINE DELLA FILIERA

... THE FOCUS ON QUALITY

